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ABSTRACT  
A SEARCH FOR RADIATIVE NEU TR INO  DECAY  
AND ITS POTENTIAL CO NTRIBUTIO N TO 
THE COSMIC DIFFUSE GAM M A-RAY FLUX
by
RICHARD SCOTT MILLER 
University of New Hampshire, December, 1995
We have performed a sensitive search for a massive neutrino species. The premise of 
the search is the existence of an unstable massive neutrino th a t decays radiatively. Because 
of its electromagnetic daughter product, a radiative decay may be the only mode tha t can 
be observed directly. Using core collapse supernovae—known to  be copious producers of 
neutrinos— as a cosmic neutrino laboratory, a detailed model has been developed to predict 
the decay-produced photon energy spectrum as a function of neutrino mass ra„ and life­
time r„. Using the COMPTEL instrument aboard the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory, 
observations of two recent nearby type-II supernovae (SN1987A, SN1993J) were made to 
search for the characteristic photon emission in the MeV energy range.
This search was sensitive to  neutrino masses m ^ lO O  eV, lifetimes ~105< r„<  1015 
seconds, and radiative branching ratios B^>  10~5. We have found no evidence for a radiative 
decay mode and thus exclude a new region of m„/T„/J?7-param eter space. In the context of 
the neutrino decay hypothesis, the 7 -ray observation of SN1987A made with the Gamma- 
Ray Spectrometer aboard the Solar Maximum Mission satellite has been re-analyzed.
A complimentary analysis was made to determine the potential contribution an isotropic
sea of radiatively decaying neutrinos might make to  the cosmic diffuse 7 -ray flux, specifically 
to the so-called MeV-bump. Two possible sources were considered here: the sea of neutrinos 
produced by the continuous generation of supernovae in the Universe, and the flux of relic 
neutrinos created in the Big Bang. A predictive model was developed for both cases. In 
the supernova scenario, the neutrino decay emission was parameterized as a function of 
supernova rate and the epoch of galaxy formation; while in the case of relic neutrinos the 
photon flux was parameterized as a function of the relic neutrino abundance. Cosmological 
factors were included in both models. The predicted emission (spectral shape and flux level) 
from neutrino decay was compared to  the measurements of the cosmic flux of 7 -rays, for a 
wide range of neutrino mass and lifetime. The spectra from both the supernova and relic 
scenarios were inconsistent with the cosmic diffuse measurements in the range 0.1 to  30 
MeV, leading to  a conservative limit B7 < 10-1 .
The predicted emission from relic neutrino decay was found to  be consistent with the 
feature known as the MeV-bump—for a narrow range of m u and 77. This range of param eter 
values, however, is excluded by mass density arguments and the assumption of an fl =  1 
Universe.
This work represents a systematic search for massive neutrinos using an astrophysical 
source other than our Sun. Although negative results are obtained from this search, the 
observational results are used to constrain fundamental particle, astrophysical, and cosmo­
logical phenomena.
C h a p ter  1
THE CASE FOR RADIATIVE  
NEUTRINO  DECAY
“I  have done a terrible thing, I  have postulated a particle that cannot be
detected. ”
W. Pauli
1.1 The Search for Massive Neutrinos
The first ~ 25 years of neutrino physics, from hypothesis (Pauli 1930) to  detection (Reines 
& Cowan 1953), was just a beginning. Pauli’s “apology” led to  the physics of the weak 
interaction and, through force unification, to  a  deeper understanding of the universe in 
which we live. The picture, however, is not complete—there are still many unanswered 
questions. Central to a number of these mysteries is the fundamental nature of neutrinos, 
specifically whether they possess a non-zero rest mass. In addition to  intellectual curiosity, 
the implications of a massive neutrino species can be far reaching—from new physics at the 
fundamental particle level to  the ultimate fate of the Universe. There are tantalizing hints— 
from theoretical speculations to experimental observations—yet there is no unambiguous 
evidence for the existence of a massive neutrino species. The search, however, continues.
1
The work presented in this dissertation describes a recent search for massive neutrinos. 
Here, we assume th a t a  massive neutrino species exists. The neutrino interacts weakly and 
is, therefore, difficult to  detect by definition. If, however, the massive neutrino is unstable, 
the daughter products may be detectable. Here we investigate radiative neutrino decay, and 
search for a characteristic decay-produced photon signature. As a neutrino source we use 
core collapse, referred to as type-II, supernovae—the most copious neutrino factories in the 
Universe. These distant astrophysical sources have well understood neutrino production 
mechanisms, and in this work type-II supernovae are treated as standard neutrino candles. 
The astronomical distance scales provide a long decay pathlength enabling us to probe long 
lifetimes (or small radiative branching ratios).
Although stringent limits to  the neutrino radiative lifetime exist, they are based prim ar­
ily on indirect arguments. The philosophy here, however, is th a t one can perform a direct 
experimental search for radiative decay, and thus measure the mass, lifetime, and radiative 
branching ratio. In Chapter 2 we develop a calculation of supernova neutrino emission and 
decay, and show th a t the most sensitive search for a radiative neutrino decay signature is 
via 7 -ray observations in the MeV energy. Sensitive 7 -ray observations were made of two 
nearby type-II supernovae, and the analyses are presented in Chapter 4. Additional sensi­
tivity to  radiative neutrino decay is achieved by studying the potential contribution z^-decay 
may make to  the measured sea of cosmic 7 -rays. Here, we consider two sources of decaying 
neutrinos: the cummulative emission from all core collapse supernovae (Chapter 5), and 
relic neutrinos created during the early stages of the Universe (Chapter 6). Although no 
definitive signature of z^-decay was measured in these analyses, constraints can be set to 
a number of relevant neutrino properties. These are presented in Chapter 7, where the 
potential for future observations is also discussed.
This work represents a systematic search for massive neutrinos using an astrophysical 
source other than our Sun. Details are discussed in the following chapters, and previous 
searches for radiative decay are discussed in Section 1.3. Let us begin, however, with a brief 
review of the motivations for such a search.
1.2 W hy Massive Neutrinos?
There have been, and continue to be, many laboratory a ttem pts to  measure neutrino 
mass. The current upper limits on the masses of the three neutrino flavors (ve, v^, vT) are:
m Vc < 7.0 eV  (95% C.L.)
m„M < 1.6 X 105 eV  (90%C.L.)
m Ur < 3 . 1 x l 0 7 eV( 95  %C.L.) (1.1)
The limits on and m Vr are not very stringent, although consistent with zero. Recent
experimental results, however, hint at the existence of at least one massive neutrino species 
(see below). Additional motivations for massive neutrinos come from cosmological, astro- 
physical, and theoretical arguments, which are briefly reviewed below. Before proceeding, 
however, it is im portant to note that definitive proof for the existence of a massive neutrino 
species has yet to be found—however the existence of such a neutrino may actually be the 
least exotic explanation for a number of experimental and theoretical mysteries.
1.2.1 m„ ^ 0: Theoretical Motivations
Neutrinos are massless in the standard model (SM) tha t describes electroweak interac­
tions. To see why this is so, look at the first family of quarks/leptons (Boehm & Vogel
1992):
/  \ /  \




\  /  R
( 1.2)
where the subscripts denote chiral projections (i.e. left-handed (L) or right-handed (R)) and 
quark mixing has been neglected for simplicity. This model includes only one helicity state 
of the neutrino by definiton. Dirac particles, such as electrons, have two helicity states— 
therefore, neutrinos cannot have a Dirac mass as other leptons do. A M ajorana type 
neutrino is an alternative possibility. In this case only one helicity state is required for the 
neutrino; the opposite helicity sta te  is assigned to  the antineutrino. A M ajorana neutrino 
would, however, violate the concept of lepton number conservation. We, therefore, must 
conclude th a t neutrinos are massless in the context of the SM. Although very successful, the 
SM is not a complete theory. It does not explain why a ur does not exist, or the underlying 
symmetry giving rise to massless neutrinos. Extensions to  the SM may answer these, and 
other, questions.
One class of SM extensions are grand unified theories (GUTs) th a t attem pt to  unify the 
fundamental forces of nature into a  single theory. In many GUTs neutrino mass is generated 
by the so-called see-saw mechanism (Gell-Mann et al. 1979; M ohapatra & Senjanovic 1980, 
1981). Here, neutrinos are M ajorana particles with two states: a  very massive particle and 
a very light particle1. It is this very light neutrino th a t participates in typical electroweak
1In the see-saw mechanism, th e  m ass of the two neutrino s ta tes  is d ic ta ted  by the energy scale (M g u t ) 
where the coupling constants of th e  electrodynam ic, weak, and strong forces meet.
5interactions. The see-saw mechanism also predicts th a t the neutrino mass hierarchy is 
related to the lepton (e, fi, r)  or quark (u, c, t)  hierarchy, i.e.
: m VT =  m 2 : m 2 : m 22 . (1.3)
or,
m„e : : m Vr = m 2u -.m2c : m 2t . (1.4)
Clearly, observation of massive neutrinos would indicate physics beyond the SM.
1.2.2 m„ ^ 0: Experimental M otivations
The limits of (1.1) were derived by studying the ‘classical’ effects tha t may arise if
neutrinos are massive. These experimental techniques include time-of-flight experiments 
and analysis of the kinematic properties of nuclear-beta, muon, and tau  lepton decays. 
As experimental techniques and instrum entation improve, sensitivities also improve. It is 
interesting, however, to  note th a t the most sensitive tests of neutrino mass are not these 
classical experiments. If neutrinos possess a non-zero rest mass several ‘non-standard’ ef­
fects are expected to  manifest themselves. The non-standard effect under the most intense 
experimental scrutiny is the concept of neutrino flavor oscillations.
There is no known fundamental reason why particles th a t participate in weak interac­
tions (i/e, i/m vT) should be identical to  “physical” particles of a  specific mass. In a very 
general way, it is possible tha t each flavor eigenstate is composed of a superposition of mass 
eigenstates. This relationship is usually written as:
(1.5)
6where £=e,/u, or r  and the sum is over mass eigenstates. In analogy with neutral kaons, 
the flavor content of a neutrino ‘beam ’ may oscillate, or change, over a given pathlength. 
Attem pts to measure such an oscillatory effect have been made by a number of nuclear 
reactor- and accelerator-based experiments. The first evidence for flavor oscillations —> 
ve) has recently been reported by the LSND collaboration (Athanassopoulos et a!. 1995), 
an accelerator-based experiment. Although this result is still controversial, it supports the 
notion of neutrino mass. Oscillation experiments do not measure the mass directly; the 
relevant quantity is A m 2 = — m 2, the difference in the squares of the mass eigenstates.
W hen the LSND results are combined with previous measurements, the favored value2 for 
A m 2 is approximately 1 ev2. If, for example, the mass of v e is assumed to  be negligible, 
this result would imply a VM mass on the order of 1 eV.
Two astrophysical phenomena, the ‘solar neutrino problem’ and the ‘atmospheric neu­
trino anamoly’ are often interpreted as a manifestation of neutrino flavor oscillations. The 
Sun produces neutrinos (ue) in the same thermonuclear fusion reactions th a t generate ra­
diant energy. Terrestrial detectors, designed to  measure the solar neutrino flux, show that 
1/2 to 2/3 of the predicted neutrino flux is missing, or is undetected. This dilemma has 
persisted for over 20 years (Bahcall 1989). The expected neutrino fluxes are derived from 
calculations based on models of stellar evolution, such as the one described by Bahcall 
(1989)3. Although incomplete, these models have been very successful in describing the 
basic features of stellar evolution. If, however, solar ve oscillate between weak eigenstates 
as they propagate to the Earth, the reduced rates may be explainable. Solar neutrino
2T he best fit to  th e  LSND m easurem ents is A m 2 =  5 eV2. T his result, however, is excluded by earlier 
experim ents.
3O ther stellar evolution codes give results for solar neutrino  fluxes th a t agree to  w ithin ~10% .
experiments rely primarily on ve interaction mechanisms.
Detailed calculations have also been used to predict the flux and flavor content of a t­
mospheric neutrinos (e.g. Lee and Koh 1991, Barr et al. 1989). These are produced as 
cosmic-ray hadrons interact with nuclei in the upper atmosphere of the Earth. The data 
from a  number of the deep underground detectors, used to  measure the atmospheric neu­
trinos, shows th a t the measured and predicted flavor contents are different; i.e. either a 
deficit of z^-type or an excess of z/e-type events exists. Once again, a possible interpretation 
is neutrino flavor oscillations [y^ —> vT or —*■ ue).
1 .2 .3  m v ^  0: C o s m o lo g ic a l  M o tiv a t io n s
In the standard big bang cosmology neutrinos are, after photons, the most abundant 
entity in the Universe. Unfortunately, these cosmic relics remain elusive and have not 
yet been observed. Cosmology is a data-starved discipline with few observables. Some of 
these include the light element abundances (D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li), the spatial distribution 
of luminous m atter, and the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR). Although 
few in number, these observables give hints as to  the intrinsic properties of neutrinos. 
For example, the light element abundances dictate th a t the number of ‘light’ (m„ < 1 
MeV) neutrino species is N v < 3.3 (Walker et al. 1991), in excellent agreement with the 
terrestrial measurement N u =  2.983 ±  0.025 via the partial width measurement of the Z° 
boson (Particle D ata Group 1994a).
Cosmological considerations have also been used to  constrain the mass and/or lifetime 
of neutrinos. These constraints are obtained by comparing the mass and number density 
of relic neutrinos with the mass density of the Universe. Detailed calculations show that 
the abundance of these therm al relics restricts the stable neutrino mass to  be m„ ~  100
8eV (Cowsik & McClelland 1972) or m u ~  2 GeV (Lee & Weinberg 1977). Although more 
speculative, numerical simulations of early Universe structure form ation (e.g. Klypin et al.
1993) also support the notion of neutrino mass. In these scenarios the neutrino contributes 
about 30% of the cosmological mass density and is very light (1-10 eV), or is very massive 
(1-10 MeV) and unstable (Dodelson et al. 1994).
1.3 Radiative Neutrino Decay
If neutrinos are massive then it is a reasonable expectation th a t they may be unstable 
and decay into lighter particles. W ithin the framework of the minimal Standard Model 
there are three possible decay modes, assuming tha t neutrinos are massive (M ohapatra & 
Pal 1991):
• vh vl +  7
• vh -* 3i>l
• vh -> i/l  + e+ + e~
where the last decay mode is valid if the parent neutrino has a mass >2m ec2 ~  1 MeV. Here 
i>H is a heavy (massive) neutrino and vl is a light (possibly massless) neutrino. Other decay 
modes have been postulated (eg. Bahcall et al. 1972), however these imply the existence 
of as yet undiscovered elementary particles; thus the decay products are either invisible or 
very difficult to  detect. Decay products tha t interact electromagnetically, however, may be 
observable. Here we investigate the radiative decay mode
( 1 .6 )
This is the simplest two-body decay mode; no new particles are necessary, angular momen­
tum  sum rules are satisfied, and it violates no known conservation law except lepton flavor 
conservation4. By its very nature it may be the only decay mode th a t is directly observable.
In this work we impose the condition m l,L <C m VH on the neutrino mass hierarchy. This 
assumption not only simplifies the decay kinematics (see the discussion in Chapter 2), but it 
is also a reasonable expectation in the context of the see-saw mechanism of mass generation. 
Here the neutrino mass hierarchy is related, for example, to the charged lepton masses (see 
e.g. Boehm & Vogel 1992):
In this context decays such as vr —> +  7 , vr -*• ve + 7 , or i/M —» ve +  7 meet the imposed
kinematic requirements, and are therefore candidates for valid decay modes. More precisely, 
it is the mass eigenstates th a t are central in any decay process. These modes remain valid 
in the limit tha t ur ~  ujj and ve ~  v l ,  ut  ~  1>n and ~  l>l-i or ~  vh  and ve ~  v l
Radiative neutrino decay is not forbidden by the SM if neutrinos are massive. It is, 
however, characterized by a lifetime generally larger than  the age of the Universe, making 
the neutrino essentially stable, i.e.
where m ev  = m v/ l  eV (M ohapatra & Pal 1991, Boehm h  Vogel 1992). If m v < 100 keV 
the lifetime to a radiative decay mode is so long as to make a massive neutrino species
m i/e : m i'm : m ur -  m l '■ : m r 1 : 4 X 104 : 107. (1.7)
( 1.8)
4As discussed in Section 1.2.2, lepton flavor may no t be conserved in all processes.
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basically stable, since tbe age of the Universe is at most a few times 1017 seconds. However, 
if one were to observe a signature characteristic of a  radiative decay mode it would imply 
new physics and possibly provide a new direction to SM extensions.
1.4 Previous Searches for Radiative Neutrino Decay
Limits to the radiative lifetime of a massive neutrino species can be derived using a 
number of arguments. Cowsik (1977) used a variety of neutrino sources and ‘back-of- 
the-envelope’ calculations to  set such limits. The neutrino sources considered ranged from 
cosmic-ray interactions in the atmosphere to  the cooling of white dwarf stars. Other authors 
have set stringent limits to the neutrino radiative lifetime and branching ratio by considering 
the relic Big Bang neutrinos and the effects of early Universe ionization and perturbations 
to the cosmic microwave background radiation (e.g. Kolb & Turner 1990, N ath 1992, 
Wang 1992, Sciama 1993). Although instructive, the arguments used by these authors rely 
on theoretical assumptions regarding neutrino production and, in the case of the relic i/, 
the effect decay-produced photons have on the environment of the early Universe. The 
assumptions made in their analyses are quite reasonable, based on our current theoretical 
understanding of the respective processes, and the limits all but eliminate the possibility of 
radiative neutrino decay.
Unexpected results, however, often lead to a deeper understanding of physics and/or 
modifications to  ‘standard’ theories. An illustrative example is the controversy th a t existed 
regarding the existence of a 17 keV neutrino. This neutrino was reported to have been 
‘measured’ in laboratory studies of nuclear /3-decay (Simpson 1985, Simpson & Hime 1989, 
Hime & Jelley 1991). Although ‘mainstream ’ arguments indicated th a t this particle could 
not exist, there was no shortage of theoretical work explaining how the mass was generated,
and the ramifications of such a neutrino in physical processes (Glashow 1991, Babu et al. 
1991, Altherr et al. 1991, Nath 1992). It is true th a t the 17 keV neutrino no longer ‘exists’, 
but its short lifetime in the journals shows th a t there is room for non-standard physics and 
surprises.
Below a number of previous searches for radiative neutrino decay are reviewed. We 
concentrate on those experimental efforts tha t sought to  detect a  photon signature directly 
from a well understood neutrino source, minimizing the uncertainties and the sensitivity to 
the details of the model.
1.4.1 Laboratory Searches
Laboratory searches for radiative neutrino decay use particle accelerators or nuclear 
reactors as a source of ujj. Unfortunately, these experiments are limited to searches of 
relatively small lifetimes, since the decay pathlength, from neutrino source to detector, is 
typically tens to  hundreds of meters.
The most sensitive reactor-based search was performed at the 2800 MW Gosgen nuclear 
power reactor in Switzerland (Vogel 1984, Oberauer et al. 1987). The reactor’s fission 
reactions create v e\ we are, therefore, interested in a i/h species tha t couples to  this weak 
eigenstate. The predicted Ve flux spectrum was calculated by measuring the isotopic com­
position of the fission source, th a t was in tu rn  used to predict the ^-decay flux, spectrum 
and angular distribution. The photon singles count rate  from ‘reactor-on’ and ‘reactor-off’ 
times were compared and no excess count rate was measured. The resulting lifetime limit 
(68% C.L.) is tv > 22.2277161/" sec, valid in the limit tha t the vn  species is dominantly 
coupled to the v e neutrinos.
A radiative lifetime limit has also been derived if one assumes tha t v j j  can be associated
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with i/p. Pions produced within the proton beamstop of the LAMPF accelerator decay, 
producing i/M and muons (Frank et al. 1981). Decay of the muons also produces v^  (and ve). 
Using Monte Carlo simulations to  estimate the zadecay senstivities and detector response, 
no evidence was found to  support radiative neutrino decay. A 90% C.L. limit (Frank et al. 
1981) r„ >  O . l l n t e v  sec was reported. If the vji is subdominantly coupled to  ve or (i.e. 
not the prim ary mass eigenstate produced by the relevant sources) the limits obtained from 
laboratory searches are not as strict, and must be reduced by the appropriate coupling, 
\Ueh \2 or \Upn\2, respectively.
1.4.2 Astrophysical Searches
Observational bounds on the solar X- and 7 -ray fluxes have been used to  set lifetime 
limits for neutrinos produced in the Sun (Cowsik 1977, Raffelt 1985). As mentioned above, 
the fusion reactions th a t power the Sun produce ve, in addition to  radiant energy. Detailed 
calculations predict the flux and spectrum of these neutrinos (e.g. BahcaH 1989), and predict 
neutrino energies extending up to 15 MeV. Using these predictions, the decay kinematics 
and the observational upper limits to  the photon flux, Raffelt (1985) obtained a ve lifetime 
limit of t „  =  7 x 109m ey  sec. This long lifetime limit is a  consequence of the large solar 
i/e flux and the long decay pathlength. Once again, if the decaying v h  is subdominantly 
coupled to  the ve, and not inhibited by energy threshold effects in the Sun (m„ ~  100 keV), 
this limit must be reduced by a factor \UeH\2-
A type-II supernova represents an opportunity to explore radiative decay independent 
of neutrino flavor. Type-II supernovae are copious producers of neutrinos (see Chapter 2). 
On 23 February 1987 the nearest type-II supernova in modern times occurred in the Large 
Magellanic Cloud (LMC), ~50 kpc distant. The Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) aboard
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the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite (Forrest et al. 1980) was the most sensitive
7 -ray instrum ent operating at tha t time. The GRS was composed of seven Nal detectors 
(7.5 cm diameter, 7.5 cm thick) with active (2ir steradians) Csl shielding on the sides. SMM 
did not re-orient its pointing direction from the Sun to  the supernova. However, 7 -rays from 
that direction could penetrate the active shedding on the side of the main Nal detectors.
The GRS intrum ent team  compared the count rates in a 10.24 second interval coincident 
with the supernova’s observed neutrino burst (H irata et al. 1987, Bionta et al. 1987), with 
the count rates from similar orbits on days both preceeding and following the neutrino 
burst (Chupp et al. 1989). Presumably any excess 7 -ray emission could be attribu ted  to 
radiative neutrino decay. No excess emission was observed, corresponding to  an upper limit 
on the 7 -ray fluence (7 cm-2 ). This iluence limit has been used to  derive limits to  a u 
radiative decay mode. This analysis has been performed by a num ber of authors (Takahara 
& Sato 1987, Kolb & Turner 1989, Bludman 1992). All of these analyses used an analytical 
approach to derive neutrino lifetime limits, assuming a supernova distance D s n  = 5.7 X 1012 
light-seconds (0.055 Mpc) and a to tal neutrino luminosity L v = 3 X1053 ergs equipartitioned 
between three neutrino flavors.
The current laboratory and astrophysically derived radiative decay lifetime limits are 
presented in Figure 1-1 as a function of neutrino mass. The experiments used to  derive 
these limits were described briefly above. Inspection of the figure shows th a t contrary to 
laboratory experiments, astrophysical observations can search for relatively long lifetimes. 
The lifetime curves extend to  the mass limit (dashed lines) of th e  weak neutrino eigenstate 
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Figure 1-1: Current limits to  the radiative neutrino decay lifetime as a function of neutrino 
mass. These limits displayed here assume that the decaying vh  is dominantly coupled to 
the weak eigenstate being studied. The limits are taken from: (1) accelerator-based search 
for decay (90% C.L., Frank et al. 1981); (2) reactor-based search for ve decay (68% C.L., 
Oberauer et al. 1987); (3) search for ve decay from the Sun (Raffelt 1985); (4) search for v 
decay from SN1987A (modified limits of Bludman 1989, see Section 2.5). The regions below 
the curves are excluded. Also shown are the current mass upper limits on each neutrino 
flavor.
C h a p ter  2
A MODEL FOR RADIATIVE  
NEUTRINO  DECAY
“The assumptions I  have made are completely reasonable - they may be wrong
- but they’re not stupid.”
M.S. Turner 
X X I I S L A C  Summ er Institute 
on Paticle Physics
2.1 Introduction
Neutrinos are copiously produced as a massive star dies in a supernova explosion. These 
neutrinos diffuse through the dense m atter surrounding the collapsed stellar core and de­
cay in-flight, producing photons. Since photon emission is being used to  probe neutrino 
properties, the features of the decay-produced emission should be well understood in order 
to interpret measurements. A model is, therefore, required tha t incorporates the features 
of supernova neutrino production and neutrino particle decay kinematics. Simple ana­
lytical expressions have been derived by a  number of authors (e.g. Chupp et al. 1989, 
Kolb & Turner 1989, Bludman 1992). These derivations include approximations to the 
basic elements required to parametrize the decay signature. The approximations included 
simplifying the parent neutrino energy distribution, and assuming the decay 7 -ray always
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takes half the parent’s to tal energy. A one dimensional decay geometry was used in these 
analytical approaches, where only the neutrinos th a t lie directly along the line-of-sight be­
tween the detector and supernova could decay and produce observable photons. Further 
approximations include long lifetimes and /o r large neutrino masses. In the model described 
below, none of these earlier approximations are used. The goal is to incorporate the com­
plete physics in the model, simulating both spatial and tem poral dependencies, as well as 
complete v and 7 -ray energy distributions. The numerical simulation based on this model 
will be used to determine the sensitivity of the COM PTEL telescope in detecting radiative 
//-decays from supernova explosions.
2.2 Neutrino Production in Core Collapse Supernovae
In the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) a star died ~  160,000 +  8 years ago. As gravity 
finally won a long war of attrition over radiation pressure, a neutron star was born, releasing 
~  1053 ergs of binding energy in the form of neutrinos. The energy contained in the ~10 
second neutrino burst, was equivalent to  the rest mass of 0.1-0.2 solar masses, ~50,000 
E arth  masses, or about 5 X IO30 megatons of dynamite (Burrows 1990).
During the final decade of the neutrino’s 160,000 year pa th , two large neutrino detectors 
were constructed. These large water Cerenkov experiments, the  IMB detector outside of 
Cleveland and the Kamiokande detector in Japan, detected 19 of the >  1058 v  in the burst. 
These detections confirmed the primary predictions of supernova neutrino production and, 
being the first direct detection of neutrinos from outside our solar system, opened a new 
window on the Universe. W hile experimental supernova neutrino research began in 1987, 
the theoretical work dates back many decades. Excellent reviews can be found in Burrows 
(1990a,b), and are briefly outlined here.
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We are interested in the general features of neutrino production and emission due to  
the core collapse of a massive star (>  8M@). The evolution of a star is governed by a war 
between gravitational contraction and the radiation pressure generated by thermonuclear 
burning. The nuclear fuel is burned in stages, and as each fuel source is exhausted the stellar 
core contracts as gravity wins a small battle. The contraction causes the tem perature of 
the core to  increase, thus igniting another source of nuclear fuel. The core evolves from 
hydrogen to  helium, helium to carbon and oxygen, and on down the periodic table until a 
silicon core transmutes to iron. Iron has the highest binding energy per baryon and can, 
therefore, no longer provide energy through fusion—-a nuclear dead end. Thus, once an iron 
core has developed it can no longer balance gravitational contraction, and collapse of the 
core to  a neutron star or blackhole begins.
At this point the core is unstable, with a mass of ~  1.4M q , and a radius of a few 
thousand kilometers. Contraction causes the core to  collapse to nuclear densities (1013-14 
g cm-3 ) in less than 1 second. Eventually the core stiffens and rebounds, generating a 
shock th a t propagates outward through the star. This shock ejects most of the star and its 
effects are often observed optically approximately one day later. During the initial stages 
of collapse, electron capture on protons (e~ + p  —>n+i/e) produces ve, some of which escape 
before being trapped behind a neutrinosphere. This is the boundary between neutrino- 
transparent and neutrino-opaque regions. The escaping ve produce a ‘neutralization’ burst, 
releasing approximately 10% of the newborn neutron sta r’s binding energy. The continued 
trapping of m atter behind the neutrinosphere produces a degenerate sea of neutrinos (ue,V e, 
i/T, and VT) through plasmon decay, e+e" annihilation, and nucleon bremsstrahlung 
processes. These neutrino species reach thermal equlibrium within tens of milliseconds, and 
diffuse through the neutrinosphere, escaping the supernova environment. Diffusive loss of
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these neutrinos cools the neutron star over a  period lasting about 10 seconds.
Computer simulations of supernova dynamics prior to  1987 m ade a number of predic­
tions regarding the nature of the neutrino emission, many of which were confirmed by the 
observations of SN1987A. These include:
• Based on the relevant interaction cross-sections in water, the  m ajority (possibly all) 
of the detected neutrinos were Ve.
• The energies of detected neutrinos are consistent with a Fermi-Dirac spectrum for 
T„ =  4.0 ±  1.0 MeV.
• Emission timescale is ~  10 seconds.
• The to tal Ve radiated is ~  4 ±  1 X 1052 ergs, assuming a distance of 49 kpc to the 
supernova.
• The to ta l energy radiated in all species is 2 ±  1 x 1053 ergs, assuming equipartition 
among three u/V  flavors.
We do not consider Ve (or ve) a suitable candidate for the decaying neutrino hypoth­
esized here. We assume th a t the electron neutrino is the least massive-flavor eigenstate 
and is, therefore, stable (see Section 1.3). In addition, the excellent agreement between 
prediction and measurement would require an electron-neutrino lifetime significantly longer 
than the light travel time to  SN1987A (~  5 X 1012 sec). We do, however, consider and 
vT and their antiparticles to be candidates1. Although undetected from SN1987A because 
of smaller interaction cross-sections in water, Vp./T'n and vTj v T m ust also be emitted from
1The decaying neutrino candidate is acutally the  dom inant m ass e igenstate th a t  corresponds to  the flavor 
eigenstate.
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supernovae. Since they do not participate in charged-current interactions with the ambi­
ent stellar m aterial (as ve/ u e do), the and vT escape from deeper within the star and, 
therefore, have a predicted tem perature of Tv ~  8 MeV (Burrows 1990b).
2.3 7 -ray Production Model
The numerical model described below incorporates the complete physics of radiative 
neutrino decay, and thus provides a more accurate predictive tool than  previous analytical 
approaches. In this model massive neutrinos produced in a supernova diffuse through a 
neutrinosphere, stream away from the proto-neutron star, and decay in flight with one of 
the daughter particles being a photon. As mentioned above, the neutrino diffusion time 
scale is a few seconds. Here, however, we assume th a t the vh  are produced impulsively. 
Because the parent neutrinos are produced with a range of energies, the dispersion of the 
neutrino pulse as it propagates is, in general, greater than the width of the initial burst. 
An exception to this would be the case of very short neutrino lifetimes (rv <C few seconds), 
tha t are not considered here2. Dispersion in the pulse width can be estimated using,
A t = D s r ^ r t  ^ / E 2min _  1 /£ *  J  } (2>1)
where Emin (Emax) is the lower (upper) limit on the parent v  energy th a t produces a 
7 -ray in the photon detector’s energy range. Assuming, for a  moment, th a t the decay 
photon takes half the paren t’s to ta l energy, and tha t the detector we are using to  measure 
the photons operates at 7 -ray energies (say, for example, 1 < E^  < 30 MeV), we have
2For t„ <C a. second, the neutrinos will decay before they escape the neutrinosphere. T his m ay have an 
im pact on supernova dynam ics (Sigl et al. 1994).
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Emin =  2E^min  =  2 MeV, E max =  2E ^ max =  60 MeV. Thus, for D SN < 4 Mpc, the pulse 
dispersion is greater than the neutrino emission timescale of ~10 sec, for m v < 1 eV.
The parent neutrinos are produced with a Fermi-Dirac energy distribution, thus the 
normalized neutrino energy spectrum is:
dN v{Ev) -  18053 ^  • exp(^ } v+ 1 (2 .2)
where E u is the total energy of the parent neutrino (E% = p l  + m l) .  Let L v represent the 
to ta l integrated neutrino luminosity from a type-II supernova, i.e.
too
L u = /  E v dNv{Eu). (2.3)
Jo
The constant g is determined by substitution of (2.2) into (2.3) and normalizing. As dis­
cussed in Section 2.2, the to ta l neutrino luminosity derived from numerical simulations and 
SN1987A observations is L v =  (2 ±  1) x 1053 ergs, and using the median value we find a 
normalization g — 1.65 x 1057.
The geometry of the model is shown in Figure 2-1. The distance traveled by the parent 
neutrino before it decays determines the arrival time of the decay-produced 7 -ray, i.e.
t — -jj + d (2-4)
where t is the arrival time of the 7 -ray relative to the supernova collapse time, r is the 
radial distance from the supernova at which the parent decayed, and d, is the distance the 





















supernova at a  distance D s n  from the E arth , d can be found using the law of cosines:
d = —r cos 6 +  (V2 (cos2 6 — l )  +  D ^n ) 2 > (2-5)
where 6 is the angle into which the 7 -ray is produced, measured with respect to  the parent 
neutrino’s momentum vector. The 7 -ray arrival time becomes
t = r -  cos 6^ j +  (V2 (cos2 6 -  1) +  D ^n ) 2 ■ (2-6)
For a 7 -ray produced at the neutrinosphere (r =  0), this reduces to t = D s n • A supernova 
observation th a t begins a t time t0bs defines a radius r , found by solving the quadratic
equation above. This radius represents the minimum distance a parent neutrino must
travel before it decays, such tha t the decay 7 -ray may be detected. If the observation ends 
at time f0(,s +  A t, the maximum distance a neutrino must travel before it decays is r +  A r. 
Thus any observation defines a spherical shell, centered on the supernova, whose thickness 
is A r. The number of neutrinos, with energies in the range E u to  E v +  dEu, th a t decay in 
the shell is
r r + A t  (  r1 \
d N ^ E v )  =  dN„{Eu)B7 J exp ' dr' (2-7)
where B-y is the radiative decay branching ratio, r„ is the neutrino mean lifetime and 
7 =  E vl m v is the Lorentz factor. This is also the number of 7 -rays produced in the shell. 
Not all the 7 -rays produced in a shell, however, have a line-of-sight direction favorable for 
detection.
For a neutrino that decays at r let a  be the angle into which a 7 -ray must be produced in 
order to  reach the detector during a specified observation period. The angle a  is measured
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with respect to  the parent neutrino’s momentum, i.e. a vector extending radially away from 
the supernova. The angle a  + A a  corresponds to  the distance r +  A r. The decay angle is 
related to  the energy of the produced 7 -ray (Section 2.3.1); thus the range of decay angles 
defines an annulus on the spherical shell, with each angle a  corresponding to a particular 
7 -ray energy. Performing an integration over 7 -ray energies is therefore equivalent to  an 
integration over solid angle, when the proper kinematic functions are included.
2.3.1 7-ray Angular Distribution
The angular distribution of the 7 -rays is im portant. The expected angular distribution 
of the decay-produced photon in the neutrino rest frame is (Li & Wilczek 1982, Shrock 
1982):
^ . - L ( l +  , „ # - )  (2 .8)
where 77=0 (1) for M ajorana (left-handed Dirac) neutrinos. The angle 6' is measured with 
respect to  the neutrino polarization direction. Since equipartitioning is assumed there 
should be roughly equal numbers of neutrinos and antineutrinos of each flavor. For Dirac 
neutrinos, the angular distribution will be
dlV7 1 
~dSV = 2
J _  
47r ’
1
+  2 i - ( l - c o s 0 ' ) (2.9)
where the first term  on the right is the contribution from neutrinos (left-handed) while 
the second term  is the contribution from antineutrinos (right-handed). The result is an 
isotropic distribution. Thus, assuming energy equipartition, the  angular distribution of the 
decay-produced 7 -rays is isotropic in the neutrino rest frame and is independent of whether
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the neutrinos are M ajorana or Dirac particles. Using conservation of energy and momentum 








d cos O' 
dcosO 
d cos O' 
d cos 0 
1
47r 7 2(1 — (3 cos 0) ’ (2 .10)
where 0 is the decay angle measured in the laboratory reference frame. The kinematics 
define the relationship between the photon energy and the decay angle. Assume a massive 
particle of energy E v and momentum pu produces a photon of energy as a daughter 
particle, in addition to  one other massless particle. The photon is emitted at an angle, 
measured with respect to  the parent neutrino’s momentum, given by:
0 — cos- l E- -  (S)
Pu
(2 .11)
An angular bin of size dO with mean value 0 corresponds to energies in the range E1 to 
J57 +  dE^. Thus the probability of decaying into this bin is:
P(0) = P ( E J  
= p(0) ■ dO. (2 .12)
Using (2.2), (2.5), (2.7), and (2.12) the fluence of decay-produced 7 -rays tha t reach the
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Param eter Lower Limit Upper Limit Number of Bins
E v 0.1 MeV 100 MeV 1000
E-y 0.1 MeV 50 MeV 500
r 0 D s n 100
Table 2.1: Optimized simulation parameters. The step size of the radial distance calculation 
depends on D s n -
detector and have energies in the range E7 to +  dE-t is:
i-oo rr+Ar /  r '  \
</>7(£ 7) =  P (£ 7)£ 7 dNv(E v) j  exp d dr' dK ,  (2-13)
where it is assumed that no 7 -ray absorption or secondary emission takes place.
The two integrations are performed numerically for each value of £ 7. The integration 
param eters, upper/lower limits and step sizes, have been optimized compromising com­
putational accuracy and speed. The parameters used in the simulation are presented in 
Table 2.1. The numerical simulation requires a set of five input param eters:
• neutrino mass, m v
• neutrino lifetime, 77
• supernova distance, D s n
• observation start time i0&s
• observation duration At.
The radiative branching ratio is set to  unity (i.e. B1 = 1) in the numerical simulation.
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2.4 General Features of the 7 -ray Spectra
It is interesting to  note a  number of features in the spectra of the u decay 7 -rays. For 
example, let D s n  be the distance to  SN1987A, 0.049 Mpc. The 7 -ray spectrum expected at 
Earth, for assumed neutrino masses of 100 eV and 100 keV, and a lifetime of 1012 seconds, 
generated using the formalism outlined above, is shown in Figure 2-2 for various epochs 
(observation periods) after the  initial core collapse. We note th a t: (1) the 7 -ray fluence 
and spectrum oberved at any epoch depends on the assumed neutrino mass and lifetime, 
(2) there is a general spectrum  evolution from hard to soft, and (3) the m ajority of the 
decay-produced 7 -rays are in the MeV energy range for supernovae less than  a few years 
old. These unique features provide the tool with which one may infer an appropriate range 
neutrino mass and lifetime if 7 -ray emission is measured from a supernova.
2.5 Comparison w ith  A nalytical M odels
We have improved the physics incorporated in the numerical model of neutrino produc­
tion and decay compared to  earlier models. Previous analyses (e.g. Chupp et al. (1989), 
Kolb & Turner (1989), Bludman (1992)) used an analytical approach to parameterize the 
y-decay signature. Let us compare the two ^-decay prediction techniques.
As described in Section 1.4.2 the SMM/GRS instrum ent measured no excess of 7 -rays 
during the 10 sec time interval coincident with the detected neutrino burst3. The resulting 
fluence upper limits are given in Table 2.2. Using these limits and an analytical model 
of v-decay, a range of neutrino mass and lifetime was excluded. The excluded m v and t„ 
values would have produced a measureable 7 -ray emission.



































































Figure 2-2: The evolution of a  hypothetical decay-produced gamma-ray spectrum for m y = 
100 eV (solid) and m u  =  100 keV (dashed); t u — 1012 seconds in both  cases. The supernova 









Table 2.2: SMM/GRS 7 -ray fluence limits. From Chupp et al. (1989).
Using the numerical simulation, we can reevaluate the excluded region of m ^/r^-param eter 
space. Consider the 10 second observation of a type-II supernova located a distance 0.049 
Mpc from a 7 -ray detector. We simulated the 7 -ray fluences predicted to  reach the detector 
for a large range of neutrino mass and lifetime. The 7 -ray fluence was computed for each 
energy band relevant to  the SMM/GRS instrument: 4.1-6.4 MeV, 10-25 MeV, and 25-100 
MeV. Here a comparison is made with the analytical analyses of Kolb & Turner (1989) 
and Bludman (1992). These authors used different assumptions regarding supernova dis­
tance and/or the characteristic neutrino tem perature Tv than  are used in the numerical 
simulation. Therefore, to  directly compare the analyses we m ust modifiy the analytical 
results.
The analytical expression used to estimate the decay-produced 7 -ray fluence is,
(jtty - 1 -  exp ( _ £ s n Y
V 7 Tv ) .
(2.14)
where B1 is the radiative branching ratio, W7 represents the fraction of decay photons 
in a given energy band, and 7  =  {Eu) / m„ is the Lorentz factor. The modifications to 
the analytical results are straightforward. Consider first the analysis of Kolb & Turner. 
Here the decaying neutrino was assumed to be emitted from a  neutrinosphere with T„ = 4
lim its a factor of 3 longer th a n  the analytical analyses discussed here (O berauer e t al. 1993).
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MeV, while in this work the parent neutrinos are assumed to  be em itted deeper within the 
proto-neutron star with a characteristic tem perature of 8 MeV. As mentioned above this is 
appropriate if vj-i  is associated with or i/T. Because the mean neutrino tem perature is 
different (i.e. higher), the fraction of decay-produced 7 -rays expected in a particular energy 
band (W7) will also be different. The analysis of Kolb & Turner used the SM M /GRS 
fluence upper limit in the 4.1-6.4 MeV energy band but because of the higher 7-ray energies 
considered here, the 10-25 MeV energy band provides a more stringent limit. In the work 
of Bludman T„ =  8 MeV and W7 =  0.6 for the 10-25 MeV energy band. We find th a t 
for a Fermi-Dirac parent distribution, where decay 7 -rays take half the neutrino’s energy, 
W7 =  0.53.
The authors of both analytical analyses assumed a supernova distance of 0.055 Mpc 
(=  5.7 x 1012 sec), while in this work the more accurate 0.049 Mpc (Walker 1987, Walker & 
Mack 1988) is used. Since the true value of L v is uncertain, the median value (=  2 x 1053 
ergs) is used here; the previous analyses used a luminosity that was larger by a  factor of 
1.5. W ith these substitutions the analytical approach leads to  the modified lifetime limits:
r „  >  <
1.6 x 1015B7m^, to„ < 20eV
9.8 x 1016B7, 20eV < m„ < lOOeV (2-15)
3.9 x 1017B1m ~ 1, lOOeF < m v
and
1.6 x 1015jB7m y, m v < 50eV
> 7.8 x 1016J97 , 50eV < m v < 250eV (2-16)
3.9 X 1018B77n “ 1, 250eV < m v
for the Kolb & Turner and Bludman analyses, respectively. Using the numerical simulation
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and considering only the 10-25 MeV energy band, neutrino masses and lifetimes which 
produce fluences exceeding the upper limit (<f>^ < 0.47 cm-2 ) are excluded. The ranges of 
the excluded m ^/r^-param eter space using the analytical approaches and the 3-dimensional 
numerical simulation are shown in Figure 2-3 for 137 =  1. The shapes of the exclusion regions 
are in general agreement, however minor differences are apparent. The most apparent 
difference is the slightly larger region excluded with the analytical method. These differences 
can be attributed to  the simplified treatm ent of neutrino decay in the analytical approach.
2.6 Summary
A detailed numerical model has been developed that predicts the emission of massive 
neutrinos from a type-II supernova and computes the subsequent decay 7 -ray signature. 
Supernova neutrino energy spectra and relativistic kinematics are used to  predict the decay- 
produced 7 -ray energies, angular distributions, and arrival times. The model was compared 
to  analytical parameterizations of decay derived in previous works. The purpose of this 
comparison was not to duplicate previous results, bu t rather to test the gross features of 
the model and to ensure th a t the additional physics and kinematics, not included in the 
analytical models, produce reasonable results. The two methods are in general aggreement. 
The additional physics included in the numerical model (angular distributions, temporal 







Figure 2-3: Exclusion regions based on the Solar Maximum Mission observation of SN1987A. 
The solid contour was computed using the numerical simulation discussed in the text. The 
(modified) exclusion regions derived analytically by Kolb & Turner (1989) and Bludman 
(1992) are shown for comparison (dot-dashed and dashed contours, respectively). These 
contours are based on the assumptions: t0f,s =  0, A t = 10 sec, D s n  =  0.049 kpc, and 
= 1.
C h a p ter  3
THE COMPTEL 7- RAY  
TELESCOPE
“The fun  in gamma-ray astronomy is just beginning. ”
N. Gehrels, C.E. Fichtel, G .J. Fishman,
J.D. Kurfess and V. Schonfelder 
Scientific American 
December 1993
3.1 W hy COMPTEL?
Neutrino decay photons can, in principle, have energies spanning the entire electro­
magnetic spectrum. For type-II supernovae the relatively high tem perature of the neutri­
nosphere (Tv ~  8 MeV) provides the parent neutrinos with a mean energy of roughly 24 
MeV (~  3T„). Thus, if one naively assumes th a t in a  two-body decay, as considered here, 
the daughter particles take half of the parent’s to ta l energy, the  photon emission will be 
peaked in the 7 -ray energy regime (~12 MeV). If the effects of the continuous neutrino 
energy distribution and spectral evolution of the photon emission (see Figure 2-2) are in­
cluded the peak fluence remains in the few MeV range for the largest range of neutrino 
mass and lifetime for relatively recent (<few years) supernovae. Thus, the most sensitive
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Figure 3-1: Schematic diagram of the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) and its 
four scientific instruments.
search for radiative neutrino decay is achieved by performing 7 -ray observations of recent, 
nearby supernovae.
The most sensitive instrum ent to  operate to  date in the MeV energy regime is the 
COM PTEL instrum ent aboard the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO)1. CGRO 
was successfully launched by the space shuttle Atlantis  on 5 April 1991 and orbits at an 
altitude of approximately 450 km. After more than  4 years in orbit the COMPTEL in­
strum ent continues to  provide excellent scientific data and remains the premier instrument 
operating at MeV energies.
1T iie o ther experim ents aboard  CGRO  are the Energetic Gam m a-Ray E xperim ent (E G R E T ), the Ori­
ented Scintillation Spectroscopy Experim ent (OSSE), and the B urst and T ransient Source Experim ent 
(BA TSE).
3.2 COMPTEL Instrument Overview
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Compton scattering is the most probable interaction of MeV 7 -rays with light nuclei. 
At lower energies photoelectric absorption is the primary interaction mechanism, while 
at high energies e+-e~ pair-production dominates (Segre 1977). COM PTEL, therefore, 
operates in the transition region. A brief description of the instrum ent is given below; 
detailed descriptions of the COMPTEL instrument can be found elsewhere (Kippen 1991, 
Schonfelder et al. 1993).
The instrument utilizes a double-scatter detection principle th a t was originally developed 
for balloon-borne experiments (Schonfelder et al. 1973; Herzo et al. 1975; Lockwood et al. 
1979, 1981). An incoming 7 -ray scatters in a layer of liquid scintillator, then the scattered 
photon is ideally fully absorbed in a second scintillator layer. The scattering layer (denoted 
D l) is composed of 7 modules filled with a low-Z liquid scintillator (NE213A) in order to 
optimize the probability of one and only one Compton scatter. The absorption layer consists 
of 14 modules (denoted D2) of high-Z Nal(Tl). A schematic diagram of the COM PTEL 
instrument and illustration of the detection principle is shown in Figure 3-2.
The scattering and absorption layers are each surrounded by plastic scintillator (NE110) 
tha t acts as anticoincidence shielding (veto domes). The two layers are separated by 1.6 
m (on center), with the D1/D2 interaction sequence determined using a time-of-flight mea­
surement (TOF; resolution ~1 ns). These features significantly reduce background; the 
veto domes rejecting charged particles and the TOF measurement reducing the contamina­
tion of albedo photons from the E arth ’s atmosphere and the effects of internal activation. 
Pulse shape descrimination (PSD) in the D l modules, identifies a significant fraction of 
neutron-induced events. Each of the 7 D l and 14 D2 modules is viewed independently by 
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Figure 3-2: Schematic diagram of the COMPTEL instrum ent.
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calibrated using two weak and tagged 60Co 7 -ray sources located between the two layers. 
In-flight thresholds of ~50 keV in D1 and ~600 keV in D2 produce a lower COM PTEL 
energy threshold of roughly 650 keV. The decreasing efficiency of Compton scattering in 
D 1 at high energies places an upper limit on the energy range of about 30 MeV.
3.2.1 Instrument Performance
The COMPTEL telescope directly measures the following quantities for each event:
• E l,  energy loss of the Compton e-  in the D1 module
• x \ ,  interaction location in the D1 module
• pulse shape of the scintillation pulse in the D.1 module
• E2, energy loss in the D2 module
• x 2, interaction location in the D2 module
• TO F between D1 and D2
• Universal time
A ‘telescope event’ is identified by a delayed coincidence between interactions in D1 and D2 
(TO F), and the absence of a signal from the veto shield with a perfect event being one in 
which the scattered 7 -ray is completely absorbed in D2. In this case, the incident photon 
energy is E  =  Ei  4- E 2. Compton scattering kinematics defines ip, the photon scatter angle 
measured with respect to  the arrival direction. In COMPTEL, the measured scatter angle 
Tp is given by (see Figure 3-2):
cos <p = 1 -  m ec2 r 1,E 2 (Ex +  E 2)
(3.1)
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where m e is the electron rest mass (0.511 M eV/c2). The vector connecting the D1 and D2 
interaction positions defines the scattered photon direction r  = x i — £2- A scattered photon 
defines an ‘event cone’ centered on r with opening angle 2Xp; the cone represents all possible 
photon arrival directions. For unpolarized photons, the Klein-Nishina cross-section depends 
only on the scatter angle <p (Jackson 1975, Heitler 1954). Because there is no dependence 
on an azimuthal scattering direction, an ambiguity exists in deriving the incident photon’s 
arrival direction; hence, an event cone instead of an event point. By combining many event 
circles this ambiguity can be eliminated, since photons from a  common source will have 
overlapping annuli (circles). Non-ideal events such as multiple scattering or incomplete ab­
sorption, in addition uncertainties in the D1 and D2 measurements, increase the uncertainty 
in the derived source locations since in these circumstances event circles may not intersect.
For each event, the interaction position (xi,X 2 ) and energy deposition (E i, E 2 ) in each 
layer are derived from the PM T signals. Event location within a given module is deter­
mined using a neural network approach (Connors et al. 1992) with an average 1-<t position 
resolution of 23 (25) mm for D1 (D2) modules. The energy resolution of the telescope 
is dependent on both  the individual detector resolutions and the  nature of the individual 
scatters2. Pre-flight calibrations and Monte Carlo simulations indicate th a t the to tal energy 
resolution improves from about 10% (FW HM) at 1 MeV to  4% a t 20 MeV (Kippen 1995).
The nominal field-of-view (FOV) of COM PTEL is ~1  sr and is fixed by the geometry 
and the hardware energy thresholds of E l and E2 (the E l threshold defines the lower limit, 
and the E2 threshold the upper limit of accepted scatter angles). By selecting additional 
<j> restrictions in the data  analysis, the telescope FOV can be reduced further leading to
2T he telescope’s to ta l energy response includes an absorption photo-peak, escape peaks, and Com pton 
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Figure 3-3: (left) Effective detection area of COM PTEL, and (right) telescope angular 
resolution as a function of energy. Both functions were derived empirically from pre-flight 
calibrations and Monte Carlo simulations using an on-axis source. Nominal in-flight data 
selections reduce the effective detection area by ~20-50%. From Schonfelder et al. (1993).
an improved signal-to-noise ratio. Detection efficiency improves for sources close to  the 
instrum ent pointing axis (<10°). Although the effective detection area of COM PTEL is 
small, good sensitivity is still achieved because of the ability to  distinguish and reject 
background events from actual 7 -ray source events using the m ulti-param eter signatures 
inherent in Compton telescopes (Schonfelder et al. 1993). The spatial, or imaging (see 
Section 3.3), response of COMPTEL is ~1° (1-a resolution) for energies above ~ 2  MeV, 
degrading to  ~2° a t the lower energy threshold. Figure 3-3 shows the effective detection 
area (no data  selections) and angular resolution derived from pre-flight calibrations and 
Monte Carlo simulations. Each source considered in this work meets the criterion for an 
on-axis point-source.
In COM PTEL data  analysis, processed events are selected according to  several criteria 
to  optimize the signal-to-noise ratio. Nominal data  selections include (Schonfelder et al. 
1993; Kippen 1995):
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• 0.07 < E l  < 20 MeV.
• 0.65 < E2  < 30 MeV.
• E  =  E l  -f E2  > 1 MeV. Specific to  this analysis.
• 115 < T O F <  130 channels.
• PSD < 110 channels.
• Tp <  50°.
The energy selections were chosen to  minimize the effects of the hardware thresholds, while 
the TOF and PSD selections reduce contamination from non-telescope events (neutrons, 
backward moving photons). The Tp criterion used here represents a  compromise between two 
effects—decreasing point-source sentivity for n a rro w ^  selections, and increasing background 
event-rates as Tp selections are widened. These data  selections were used to process the in­
flight data.
3.2.2 Point-Spread-Function
The event circles defined by the scattering process can be m apped onto a spherical sky 
coordinate system. Letting the (xsP) represent this arbitrary coordinate system3, then 
any event circle can be described by its center (x(r),Tp(r)) and radius Tp. These three 
coordinates define the energy-integrated COM PTEL dataspace. Each recorded 7 -ray event 
can be represented by a point in this dataspace. If the source of interest is located at (XcV’o) 
and not more than  ~10° from the COM PTEL pointing axis, the ‘locally flat approximation’ 
(LFA) holds. In the LFA, the scatter angle can be written as Tp ss \ / ( x  -  Xo)2 +  — i>o)2,
3The (x,V0 system  could be equivalent to G alactic coordinates (l,b), celestial coordinates ( a , 6), or another 
convenient system .
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Figure 3-4: Illustration of the COMPTEL response to  a point-source in the 3-dimensional 
dataspace (Xii’TP)-
and the signature of a point source is an ‘event cone’ with apex at (XojV’ojO), extending 
in the ^-direction with an opening angle of 45°. According to the Klein-Nishina cross- 
section there is a range of possible tp values for a 7 -ray of a given energy. Thus, 7 -rays of 
energy E  measured from a point-source can be described by a  cone in (x->'ll>^p) dataspace, 
with the response density along the cone distributed according to  the Klein-Nishina cross- 
section. Blurring of this cone into a mantle occurs because of instrum ental effects (e.g. finite 
energy and position resolution, incomplete absorption, multiple scattering, etc.). For each 
7 -ray energy E this mantle is the instrument point-spread-function (PSF) and is denoted 
/ ( x ,  Vb W Xo, i ’o, E). An illustration of the COMPTEL response to  a point-source is shown 
in Figure 3-4.
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3.3 Imaging with COMPTEL
The Compton-scattering detection technique and its inherent directional information 
provide COMPTEL with an imaging capability. This feature allows a wide field-of-view 
(FOV) with minimum source confusion. In addition, the imaging capability helps to  reduce 
contamination from sources outside the FOV and from the spacecraft itself. A number 
of different imaging techniques have been used to analyze COM PTEL observations. The 
maximum-entropy method (Strong et al. 1992) has been used primarily to  generate source 
intensity skymaps, while to constrain source model param eters (e.g. source position, flux 
level, significance, etc.) the maximum-likelihood m ethod (de Boer et al. 1992) is nor­
mally used. This param eter estimation capability makes the maximum-likelihood method 
attractive for the analysis at hand.
3.3.1 Likelihood Ratio M ethod
Let H 0 represent an hypothesis, based on some a priori knowledge of a  physical model 
that contains p free parameters. We wish to determine if the experimental da ta  support 
the existence of additional model param eters. Let H  represent another more complex 
hypothesis tha t contains q+ p  free parameters. We can compute the level of confidence tha t 
can be placed on this hypothesis compared to  the null hypothesis H 0. Suppose that the 
probability of finding rat- counts in bin i of some dataspace satisfies Poisson statistics. In 
addition assume th a t the probability for bin j  is independent of bin i. A likelihood function 
can then be defined which, for hypothesis H ,  takes the form:
L  ({n,} | H )  =  J J  eT  exP ( ~ e0  / n*'!
t ' = i
(3.2)
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where e,- represents the expected number of counts in bin i based on the hypothesis H. A 
similar function holds for the null hypothesis. The most likely values for the free parameters
(e.g. source strength, source position, etc.) of either hypothesis are those tha t maximize
the likelihood function. Such a  maximum is denoted L.
To determine the degree to  which the data  support hypothesis H 0 over H  a likelihood 
ratio is computed,
R  = L ( { ni} \ H ) / L a n i } \ H 0).  (3.3)
Since H  (signal plus background) incorporates hypothesis H 0 (background only) this ratio 
satisfies R  > 1 and in a classical interpretation A =  2 log R  follows a x 2 distribution with 
q degrees of freedom, if the null hypothesis is true. If Ha is rejected when A exceeds some 
predetermined critical value Ac, the confidence level is P  (x^  < Ac) . This is the essence of 
the Likelihood Ratio M ethod (LRM).
The expected number of events for integration time T  produced by a monoenergetic sky 
intensity distribution l ( x \ ip ' )  can be written as (Strong et al. 1992)
e ( x , ‘tP ,v) = J  dxd-ip'I{x ,ip')A{x ,ip ')T f{x-,ip ,¥ \X‘,ip') (3-4)
where A (x  ,ip') is the effective area for arrival direction ( x \  ip') and energy E ,  and g ( x ,  ip' 
is the geometrical probability th a t a photon scattered in D1 will encounter a D2 module, ie. 
a geometry m atrix . In the case of a point-source the intensity I  = 6(xo — x \ipo  — ip')- The 
complete dataspace response to a source is computed by integrating over the appropriate 
energy spectrum. If a dataspace bin is denoted by d, a sky pixel by 5 and the exposure A T
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by X ,  the discretized form of (3.4) becomes
e{d) =  g ( d ) ' £ f ( d , s ) I ( s ) X ( s ) +  B(d)  (3.5)
S
where the contribution from background sources B(d)  (eg. instrum ental activation, cosmic 
diffuse, etc.) has been included.
Source and background scale-factors are taken to  be variable, and the likelihood of each 
hypothesis (H0, background only; H ,  source-f-background) are independently maximized. A 
sky-map of A can then be used to search for the existence of a  source based on the assumed 
form of the source spectrum (ie. hypothesis H). Since the locations of supernova sources 
are known, a detection with 3a significance requires A > 9 (1 DOF).
3.3.2 Background Modeling
The sensitivity of a source search using the LRM depends on the quality of the back­
ground (e.g. diffuse emission, intrum ental background) model. We estim ate the background 
component in COMPTEL data  using the m ethod of Bloemen et al. (1993). This method 
filters data  in the 3-dimensional COMPTEL dataspace. The filter smooths the photon 
distribution throughout dataspace, thereby eliminating the source signature to  first-order. 
Following the filtering procedure, a modified instrum ent response is used for imaging. Sim­
ulations indicate tha t, for point sources, other background estimation methods do not sig­
nificantly improve the results (Bloemen et al. 1993).
As an illustration of the background estimation m ethod consider a source on a flat 
background in 1-dimension (Figure 3-5). The background model is defined as the running 
average over a selected range of bins, excluding the  central p a rt of this range. This effec­
tively removes the source, bu t creates two adjacent source rem nants. If the same averaging
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is applied to the PSF and the result subtracted from the PSF, negative side lobes are 
introduced which compensate for the source remnants in the background model. In the 
COM PTEL dataspace this procedure is applied in the ^-direction, except th a t instead of a 
running average a profile is fitted over the selected range of dataspace bins. The profile P  
is equal to  the geometry m atrix  normalized to  the expected number of photons for a  given
P(x,Vsv>) = g { x , * q/y«'^ r5 - (3-6)
The 3-dimensional background m atrix  B  is defined as the normalization of this profile over 
a range of Tp -bins,
rit ,
B M ’V) = P ( x ' * ’v)  F M , ? )  m
where A  Tp denotes the range of Tp bins selected for fitting. As illustrated in Figure 3- 
5 ATp  =  13 (each bin 2° wide). W ith the central five bins excluded, this configuration 
appears optimal. Statistical fluctuations in the background model are reduced by perfoming 
smoothing over 3x3  bins in (x p r i o r  to  fitting as indicated by the brackets ().
As mentioned above, the PSF m ust also be modified to  account for the contribution 
from background sources. The effective PSF at each position (x°/0°) is given by
Fx'Mx,1>,V) =  fx°,Tl>° x 9{x A , v ) (3-8)
but is modified to  be:
Fx°,4>°(x,i>,<P) = Fxo^{XA M  -  P{x,^,v ) — ^  p ( x  — • ( 3 -9 )
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Figure 3-5: (left) Simplified 1-dimensional illustration of tlie background modeling filter 
technique and the corresponding response modification, (right) Illustration of the bin selec­
tion for profile fitting in COM PTEL dataspace. (13-5)x3x3=72 bins was found to  be the 
optimal configuration for determining the background component of each dataspace bin. 
From Bloemen et al. (1993).
the quantity X can now be generated.
3.4 Point-Source Sensitivity
We can estimate the COM PTEL point-source sensitivity by using the Crab as a cali­
bration source. The 3cr point-source sensitivity for an on-axis source source can be approx­
im ated by (Schonfelder et al. 1993)
^  =  3 . (310)





(7 /2  week observation)
effective exposure 
(cm2 s) (cm-2  s—1)
0.7-1 9600 2.3 X 106 1.2 x 10~4
1-3 51000 3.9 x 106 1.7 x 10"4
3-10 16900 7.1 x 106 5.5 X 10“5
10-30 1150 10.8 x 106 9.4 x 10“6
1-30 69050 4.8 x 10b 1.6 x 10~4
Table 3.1: COM PTEL 3<r point-source sensitivity
where N src and Nbck are the number of source and background events within a given source 
acceptance region (N src <C Nbck), A ef f  is the effective detection area, and Te/ /  is the mean 
effective observation time. Typically Te/ /  is roughly 1 /3  of the elapsed time due to E arth  
occultation and, to  a lesser degree, SAA passages. The degree of occultation is dependent 
on the angle between the E arth  horizon and each event circle (EHA) and the elevation of the 
source above the orbital plane. Because Tp is energy dependent, the contraint on the EHA, 
produces a corresponding energy dependence on Te/ / .  Using the nominal event selections, 
the average Te/ /  is ~  33% x 14 days= 4 x 105 seconds for a two week observation.
The background rates were estim ated using a CGRO observation of the galactic anti- 
center region (Viewing Period 1). Events were accepted if their event circles pass within 
a 3c-wide interval (see Figure 3-3) around the position of the Crab. The Crab exposure 
(detection area times observation time) was derived from the measured Crab counts, as­
suming a spectrum of 3 X 10-3  7  cm-2  s-1 MeV-1 (Graser & Schonfelder 1982)4.
Table 3.1 shows the observed values of Nbck, the mean effective exposure and the sensitivity 
limits derived using (3.10).
4In the analysis of C O M PTEL observations th e  energy dependent exposure is calculated as a  function of
time. T he procedure discussed here represents an estim ate of the  typical effective exposure.
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RADIATIVE DECAY OF 
SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO S
“. .  .the neutrino luminosity of a single supernova can rival the total optical 
emissions of the entire observable universe.”
A. Burrows
Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 1990, 40, 181
4.1 Search M ethodology
The search for radiative z^-decay uses the unique imaging capabilities of COMPTEL. 
Using the imaging technique described in Section 3.3, regions of the  sky encompassing the 
known positions of supernovae can be imaged. If 7 -ray emission is present, the search 
will be most sensitive by using a PSF that best describes the instrum ent response to the 
actual source spectrum. The expected decay-produced 7 -ray spectrum  is dependent on 
the assumed values of neutrino mass and lifetime in addition to  the source distance and 
age (time of core collapse). As a consistency check we perform multiple observations of 
more than  one supernova target. If radiative neutrino decay can be detected, independent 
analyses of multiple targets should give consistent results.
Since we lack knowledge of the true neutrino mass (m„) and lifetime (r„) values, the po­
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tential range for these param eters th a t must be sampled is large. A grid in m ^/r^-param eter 
space spanning ~7  orders of m agnitude in neutrino mass and 25 orders of magnitude in neu­
trino lifetime is used in this analysis. Specifically, the grid covers 1 eV< m v <  30 MeV and 
1< Tv < 1025 seconds, with a  spacing of A log(m „)=0.2 and A log(r„)=0.5. This represents 
small steps in each param eter, with small changes in spectral shape between neighboring 
grid points. Coarser grid spacing does not adequately sample the param eter space. Finer 
spacing oversamples the param eter space.
Not all grid points in this space predict a measureable 7 -ray fluence. For each ro „ /rv- 
point the predicted spectrum  is calculated for a given supernova observation. The time- 
integrated flux, or fluence, is compared to  the minimum detectable fluence in each of three 
COM PTEL energy bands1: 1-3 MeV, 3-10 MeV and 10-30 MeV. If the expected fluence is 
above the threshold for any of these bands, then a search can be conducted. Source imaging 
is performed using the synthesized PSF (Appendix A) appropriate for the particular values 
of m v and t v . The source is imaged only in th a t energy band where the expected fluence 
above threshold provides maximum source sensitivity (see Table 3.1).
Once the image is constructed the detection significance at the known location of the 
supernova is determined. In LRM imaging the A statistic (Section 3.3) is distributed as x 2 
for the null hypothesis (background only), where n is the number of degrees of freedom. 
Since the supernova positions are known n = 1 (source strength only). Therefore, for any 
individual supernova image a detection significance of at least 3cr requires th a t A > 9. If a 
significant detection is made in the imaged energy band, then the source can be re-imaged 
in the remaining two energy bands and the derived source strengths must be consistent with
1 Since deploym ent, in s trum en ta l gains in C O M PTE L  have drifted, leading to  an energy threshold th a t 




As noted above, the lifetime of a massive neutrino may be long. Therefore, to  produce 
a detectable flux of daughter particles the decay process must take place over a significant 
path length; but the flux of decay-produced 7 -rays is proportional to D Jjy. These two 
competing effects should be balanced in order to  produce the greatest 7 -ray fluence at the 
detector, maximizing the search sensitivity. Based on the neutrino decay model described 
in Chapter 2 the lighter the parent neutrino’s mass (for fixed tv), the earlier the decay- 
produced 7 -rays will arrive following stellar collapse. An example is presented in Figure 2- 
2. Therefore, observations of supernovae at early times maximizes the sensitivity to  light 
neutrino masses.
A database of recent (since 1991 and including SN1987A) type-II supernovae has been 
compiled, based primarily on optical supernova detections reported in IAU telegrams. This 
database includes data such as redshift2, position, and age (time since maximum light). 
Unfortunately this information is not available for all detected supernovae. To estimate 
the tim e of core collapse or age, for example, requires detailed photometry and spectral 
analysis covering several weeks, only available for a  few supernovae (B. Schmidt, private 
communication; A. Filippenko, private communication). This lack of data further limits the 
choice of candidates due to  our inability to  determine the class or subclass of an optically 
detected supernovae. If these d a ta  exist they are used to  determine whether a particular 
supernova is a suitable candidate for observation and analysis. If the candidate supernova
2Typically th e  quoted  redshift is th a t  of the parent galaxy.
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SN1987A SN1993J
Distance (Mpc) 0.049 3.63±0.34
RA/DEC (J2000) 83.867-69.27" 147.86769.30°
Collapse Date (UT) 1987 Feb 23.32 1993 Mar 28.11±0.20
CGRO Viewing Periods 6,17 216,227±228
Table 4.1: Supernovae Targets
occured in the field-of-view of a suitable instrument (e.g. COM PTEL), the 7 -ray fluences 
are calculated for all grid points in the neutrino param eter space and the data  checked for 
a signal. The primary factor in selecting suitable candidates is the sensitivity of the 7 -ray 
detector, since the minimum detectable fluence dictates the maximum source distance (or 
minimum radiative branching ratio). It is not surprising th a t SN1987A and SN1993J are 
the best candidates for observation. Primarily because of their proximity, these are the 
most studied type-II supernovae, hence their ages and distances are relatively accurate. A 
summary of relevant supernova param eters is presented in Table 4.1.
4.2.1 SN1987A
Supernova 1987A was perhaps the most spectacular astronomical event observed in 
modern times. I t ’s proximity to  the Earth allowed extensive observations to be made 
during all stages of the supernova’s evolution. The progenitor star was identified as the blue 
supergiant Sanduleak -69 202 in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). Using the expanding 
photosphere m ethod a distance to  the supernova of 0.049±0.006 Mpc (Eastm an & Kirshner 
1989) has been derived. This distance is consistent with th a t of the LMC derived by other 
methods (eg. Walker 1987, Walker & Mack 1988), i.e. 0.049 Mpc. The detection of a burst 
of neutrinos presumably from the core collapse of the progenitor fixes the time of collapse 
at 1987 Feb 23.32 UT (±50 ms).
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4.2.2 SN1993J
After SN1987A, SN1993J is the nearest type-II supernova observed in recent times. 
SN1993J occurred in NGC 3031 (M81) and its progenitor was most likely a red giant 
star. Using Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations of Cepbeids, Feedman et al. (1994) 
derived a best estimate distance to M81 of 3.63 ±0.34 Mpc. Although it is approximately 70 
times more distant than SN1987A, COM PTEL observations were initially made <10 days 
after core collapse, versus ~ 4  years for the SN1987A observations. Thus SN1993J allows 
one to  sample a range of m ^/r^/i?^,-parameter space not accessible for SN1987A. Initial 
detection of this supernova was made optically on 1993 Mar 28.30 (UT). However, the 
precise collapse time is uncertain by ±4.7 hours (Fillipenko & Matheson 1993). Although 
this uncertainty in the collapse time is greater than  tha t of SN1987A, it is small compared 
to  the dispersion time of a  massive neutrino burst, and does not significantly affect the 
expected signal due to  neutrino decay. The dispersion timescale of the v  pulse can be 
approximated using (2.1). Taking E m in = 2 MeV, E m ax — 60 MeV appropriate for the 
COMPTEL energy range, and D s n  =  3.63 Mpc, the pulse dispersion is larger th an  the 
uncertainty in collapse time for m„ > 35 eV.
4.3 Supernova Observations w ith  COMPTEL
Prior to the launch of CGRO, two 2-week on-axis observations of SN1987A were planned. 
SN1993J was categorized as a CGRO target-of-opportunity (TOO) after its initial optical 
discovery, leading to  an initial COMPTEL observation lasting ~1 week and a  follow-up 
observation about 3 months later lasting 2 weeks. In each of the four viewing periods 
the target was no more than  8° off the instrum ent pointing axis. Since the sensitivity of
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6 91.28%67.980 1991 Jul 26.84 3.32 x 105
17 83.48%72.28° 1991 Dec 27.71 3.50 x 10s
216 143.65°/71.45° 1993 Apr 06.86 1.08 X 10s
227+228 144.49°/64.09° 1993 Jun  29.63 5.30 x 10s
COM PTEL is reduced as zenith angle increases (Schonfelder et al. 1993), this alignment 
provides maximum sensitivity. These supernova targets were also in the COMPTEL field- 
of-view during other instrum ent pointings. However, they had large zenith angles (with 
respect to  the instrument pointing axis), degrading the search sensitivity. Param eters for 
the relevant viewing periods are given in Table 4.2.
4.3.1 Expected 7-Ray Angular Distributions
W hen imaging a potential COMPTEL 7 -ray source it is assumed that the emission 
is th a t of a point source. If the emission is from a  more extended object, ie. one that 
can be resolved with COM PTEL, then other analysis techniques can be used to  increase 
the detection sensitivity such as including the expected spatial extent of the object in the 
imaging procedure. In Figure 4-1 the predicted 7 -ray arrival directions are shown, for 
assumed neutrino masses of 100 eV and 100 keV and supernova distances corresponding to 
those of SN1987A and SN1993J, 0.049 and 3.63 Mpc, respectively. The fluence3 distribution 
is strongly peaked in the direction of the source (cos# =  1). Because the resolution of 
COM PTEL is approximately 1° for 7 -ray energies above 1 MeV, the supernova targets
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Figure 4-1: The decay-produced 7 -ray arrival directions for an assumed neutrino mass of 
100 eV a t D s n = 0.049 Mpc (solid), 100 keV at D s n = 0.049 Mpc (dashed), and 100 keV at 
D s n —3-63 Mpc (dotted). The fluences shown represent the flux integrated over ~10 years.
may be considered as point sources of decay-produced 7 -rays for this search. If a v -decay 
signature was detected the energy dependence of the photon angular distribution would 
provide another handle with which to confirm the detection.
4.3.2 Potential Background Contributions
Decaying nuclear isotopes, produced by explosive nucleosynthesis in the supernovae, rep­
resent a potential background source of 7 -rays. Table 4.3 shows the primary nucleosynthetic 
decay chains expected to  contribute to supernova 7 -ray emission.
The first 7 -ray line measurements were made by the SMM/GRS instrument (M atz et 
al, 1988) which detected significant line fluxes a t 0.847 and 1.238 MeV from SN1987A. 
These measurements confirmed the belief tha t type-II supernova light curves at early times 
(few hundred days following collapse) are powered by the decay of 56Co ( t i  =  77.1 days). 
At later times, however, the energy input from this decay is insufficient to  account for
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56Ni_,56Co_+56Fe 0.31 0.847 1
1.238 0.7
57Co-+57Fe 1.1 0.122 0.88
0.014 0.88
22Na—>22Ne 3.8 1.275 1
44Ti—»44Sc—>44Ca 68 1.156 1
0.078 1
0.068 1
4.3 X 105 1.322 1
1.173 1
0.059 1
26A1_^26Mg 1.1 X 106 1.809 1
Table 4.3: Radioisotopes produced in supernova nucleosynthesis th a t m ay contribute to 
7 -ray emission (Adapted from Ram ana M urthy & Wolfendale 1993).
the observed luminosities (Clayton et al. 1992), and it is expected th a t 57Co (U = 270 
days) and 44Ti ( f i  =  48 years) are the primary sources powering the light curves, with ion- 
electron recombination making a potentially significant contribution. Observation of these 
lines—the 57Co 7 -ray lines from SN1987A detected approximately 4 years after collapse 
by the OSSE instrum ent (Kurfess et al. 1992), and the 44Ti lines em itted by the Cas A 
supernova remnant by COM PTEL (Iyudin et al. 1994)—have contributed to  and confirmed 
the hypothesis of type-II supernova nucleosynthesis.
Supernova observations, both a t early times (SN1993J) and late times (SN1987A), are 
used in the //-decay analysis. Different 7 -rays are expected, therefore, for these supernova. 
The contribution of low-energy 7 -ray lines is reduced significantly by the energy threshold 
of 1 MeV used in this analysis. At epochs a few years after collapse, the dominant 7 - 
ray line emission comes from 57Co and 44Ti decays. The 57Co lines do not contribute to 
the emission above 1 MeV. Owing to its low activity, low abundance (~  1O_4M0 ), and a 
supernova distance of 0.049 Mpc, 44Ti has not been detected from SN1987A.
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As was the case for SN1987A, the early 7 -ray emission of SN1993J was expected to  be 
due to 56Co decay. The COM PTEL team  searched for the corresponding decay lines. No 
significant emission was measured resulting in 2a  upper limits for the 1.238 MeV line of 
6.6 x 10- 5cm~2s-1 (VP 216) and 2.9 x 10- s cm- 2s-1 (VP 227+228). In addition to  the 
expected line fluxes, the OSSE experiment has observed hard X-ray continuum emission 
consistent with the initial outburst of SN1993J. This emission (~  50 keV) is probably due 
to  the interaction of the supernova ejecta with circumstellar m aterial (Leising et al. 1994).
The (/-decay analysis performed here is a search for continuum emission in wide energy 
bands (i.e. 1-3 MeV, 3-10 MeV, 10-30 MeV). The line emission from the sources of Table 4.3 
will contribute only to  the lowest of these bands. In this case the 7 -ray line upper limits 
obtained by direct observation are below the COMPTEL detection thresholds for continuum 
emission by at least a factor of 3 (see Table 3.1). Therefore, based on the expected isotopic 
abundances and half-lives, the supernova observation epochs, and previous searches for 7 - 
ray line emission, we conclude th a t this emission represents a minor contribution to  tha t 
expected from (/-decay for the supernova targets considered here. Thus, no 7 -ray line 
contributions are included in the instrument responses used in the imaging procedure.
4.4 Analysis of COMPTEL Observations
Using the procedure outlined in Section 4.1, more than 1600 images of the two supernova 
targets were produced. An example is presented in Figure 4-2. An a priori requirement 
was imposed such th a t for a positive detection the source significance must exceed a critical 
value, i.e. X > Xc-u =  16. This corresponds to  a significance level of 4<7 a t the known 
location of the supernova. In none of the images did the log likelihood ratio  X exceed 6 
(~2.45cr)—thus no positive detections can be claimed.
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The lack of significant detections can be summarized in an exclusion plot in m„lTv- 
param eter space. The 90% C.L. exclusion region is defined by the sampled grid points i 
th a t satisfy the criterion
^exit ~  X 2(90% )
< 16 — 4.61 =  11.39, (4.1)
tha t for this analysis excludes all sampled grid points. We implicitly assume th a t the radia­
tive decay branching ratio is unity. This additional param eter is simply a muliplicative 
factor th a t reduces the 7 -ray fluence expected from the source. In order to include this 
unknown quantity in the analysis, the fluence for each grid-point was scaled by a factor 
corresponding to  the branching ratio (5 7 < 1) and again checked for detectability in each 
of the three COM PTEL energy bands. In some cases the most sensitive energy band after 
scaling differed from the one used in the — 1 case. In these cases the supernova was 
re-imaged in the more sensitive energy band. The 90% C.L. exclusion region resulting from 
each of the 4 COM PTEL supenova observations is shown in Figures 4-3 and 4-4.
4.5 Combined Results of COMPTEL and SMM
In light of our model of radiative i/-decay, and to supplement the COM PTEL analysis, 
a re-analysis of the serendipitous SN1987A observation by the SMM/GRS (Section 1.4.2) 
has been performed. This analysis takes a slightly different form than  th a t described above 
primarily because the SMM/GRS does not have imaging capabilites. For the SMM analysis, 
the expected fluence for each grid point was compared to the 90% C.L. fluence upper limit 
derived by Chupp et al. (1989) in one of three energy bands: 4.1-6.4 MeV, 10-25 MeV,
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Figure 4-2: Example of COMPTEL supernova image. Likelihood-ratio skymap of SN1993J 
in the 3-10 MeV energy range, during CGRO viewing period 216. This map was imaged 
using a PSF appropriate for r n ^ l  MeV and r„=107 seconds. The likelihood ratio at the 
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Figure 4-3: The 90% C.L. exclusion regions, derived from 2 COM PTEL observations of 
SN1987A (VP 6 &; 17), based on the non-detection of a characteristic 7 -ray signal. Contours
of the radiative branching ratio B7 are also shown.
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Figure 4-4: The 90% C.L. exclusion region, derived from 2 COMPTEL observations of 
SN1993J (VP 216 &: 227+228), based on the non-detection of a characteristic 7 signal. 
Contours of the radiative branching ratio B1 are also shown.
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25-100 MeV (Table 2.2). If the expected 7 -ray fluen.ce exceeds the limit in any of these 
energy bands, then tha t grid point can then be excluded at the 90% C.L. Because the 
SMM/GRS observation occurred at an earlier supernova epoch, the da ta  are sensitive to  
smaller neutrino masses than the COMPTEL data. In Figure 2-3 the resulting 90% C.L. 
exclusion region for — 1 is shown; the size of the exclusion region is reduced for branching 
ratios less than unity. Figure 4-5 shows the 90% C.L. exclusion region derived from all four 
COM PTEL observations and the SMM/GRS observation.
4.6 Summary
Using four dedicated COMPTEL supernova observations and one serendipitous obser­
vation obtained with the SMM/GR.S instrument, a search for 7  radiation from radiative 
neutrino decay has been made. The lack of any signal excludes a large region of neutrino 
mass and lifetime param eter space, with the excluded area being dependent on the radiative 
branching ratio. Inspection of the combined exclusion region shows th a t the COM PTEL 
observations increase neutrino lifetime limits by up to  5 orders of m agnitude, for m v ~  10 
keV and > 10~5. If By is smaller than ~  10-8  then neither the SM M /GRS nor the 
COM PTEL observations could have seen an excess of 7 -ray emission.
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Figure 4-5: The 90% C.L. exclusion region based on the non-detection of a characteristic 
7 signal is shown in the figure for 4 COMPTEL and 1 SMM/GRS observation. Contours 
of the radiative branching ratio are also shown. Also shown are the laboratory upper
limits on m„ and m u
C h ap ter  5
SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO  
DECAY AND DIFFUSE  
EMISSION
“Thou comest in such a questionable shape.”
Hamlet 
Act I, Scene iv
5.1 Another Approach
The Universe is awash in a glow of 7 -rays of unknown origin. Although the source of 
this 7 radiation in the range 0.1-100 MeV is unclear, measurements indicate th a t it may 
be isotropically distributed and have an extragalactic origin. As we study the potential 
observables of the v -decay hypothesis, it is natural to investigate the relationship between 
decay-produced 7 -rays and this cosmic diffuse 7 -ray flux (CDF). Here we study this rela­
tionship using type-II supernovae—the only confirmed source of extragalactic neutrinos. In 




The unusual spectral shape of the CDF was the initial motivation for this investigation. 
Although dominated by a spectrum that is well described by a power-law, another feature, 
a bump, was evident at an energy around an MeV. It is an interesting coincidence that 
supernova neutrinos, with a mean energy (for vM or vT) of ~  3 • T„ =  24 MeV may, for 
a two-body decay mode and a nearby supernova, produce photons with a  mean energy of 
~  12 MeV1. Another attractive feature of the z;-decay hypothesis is the potentially isotropic 
7 -ray emission. Isotropy is expected if the (unresolved) supernova sources have a Universal 
spatial distribution similar to tha t of luminous m atter which is roughly isotropic (at visible 
wavelengths).
These features, the energy budget and isotropy, make supernova I'-decay a potential 
contributor to the CDF. Two approaches are taken in the analysis th a t follows. First, for 
a wide range of neutrino mass and lifetime values, we compare the flux level and spectral 
shape of the (cumulative) z'-decay emission with tha t of the m easured CDF. New limits on 
the radiative branching ratio, otherwise unattainable, are obtained from this analysis. In 
the second approach, the power-law component of the CDF spectrum  is modeled, and we 
investigate the possible decay contribution to any observed excess emission.
5.1.1 The Cosmic Diffuse 7 -ray Flux
For over 20 years, satellite based and balloon borne instrum ents have measured the 
diffuse 7 -ray emission. Because it is present at high galactic latitudes (tha t minimizes 
the Galactic contribution) this emission is interpreted as having an extragalactic origin. 
It is generally believed tha t radio-quiet active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are responsible for
1For a source a t cosmological distances, the observed energy of the pho ton  will be  reduced by a factor 













Figure 5-1: Measurements of the cosmic diffuse 7 -ray flux (CDF) . (a) The measured 
spectrum of the pre-CGRO CDF. The data  shown are those of Tombka et al. (1977), W hite 
et al. (1977), and Schonfelder et al. (1980). ( b) The measured spectrum of the post-CGRO 
CDF. The data  are from Trombka et al. (1977) and Kappadath et al. (1995).
the extragalactic diffuse emission at energies from about 2 to  100 keV (eg. Zdziarski et al. 
1993), while for energies above ~  100 MeV blazars may be the dominate source (eg. Stecker 
et al. 1993, Salamon & Stecker 1994). Here we address the region bridging these energy 
regimes. Measurements of the CDF spectrum between 0.1 and 10 MeV have, in the past, 
shown the apparent existence of a  feature, known as the MeV-bump, superimposed on an 
underlying power-law. In Figure 5-1(a), defining measurements of the CDF prior to  launch 
of CGRO are presented. Although not well resolved, the bump appears to  be centered at 
an energy of 1-3 MeV. The existence or amplitude of this bump feature is now in question.
Following the successful launch of CGRO, measurements of the CDF were made by
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the COMPTEL instrument. As discussed in Chapter 3, an imaging Compton telescope, 
like COMPTEL, has the capability of using event param eters, such as time-of-flight and 
pulse shape descrimination, to improve background rejection. In the case of the CDF mea­
surement, the background sources are instrumental as well as astrophysical. The balloon 
borne instruments which measured the CDF in the bump region (e.g. W hite et al. (1977), 
Schonfelder et al. (1980)) were double Compton-scatter telescopes—the ancestors of the 
COMPTEL instrument. They were both launched from Palestine, Texas, and made 7 -ray 
observations during flights lasting less than 1 day. The cutoff rigidity remained essentially 
constant due to  the short-duration of the balloon flights; COM PTEL on the other hand, 
traverses a range of cutoffs during its orbits around the E arth  allowing event rates to  be 
measured and parameterized as a function of rigidity cutoff. These measurements allow 
COMPTEL data  to be extrapolated to infinite rigidity, thereby providing a  means for esti­
mating and extracting the m ajority of cosmic-ray and atmospheric induced contamination 
from the measured data. The 7 -ray emission th a t remains a.fter subtracting any other 
known sources is assumed to  be the CDF.
This difficult analysis has been performed by K appadath et al. (1995). The preliminary 
COMPTEL measurements are given in Table 5.1 and shown in Figure 5-1(6), along with 
the low-energy data (0.3<E7<0.6 MeV) of Trombka et al. (1977). Because of the improved 
background rejection capabilities of COMPTEL, the amplitude of the “MeV-bump,” if it 
exists a t all, is lower than in previous measurements. It is possible th a t a  bump still exists 
in the CDF spectrum; however, care must be taken when interpreting the lowest energy 
COMPTEL data points since some background contamination is still likely (K appadath et 
al. 1995). Recently, the EGRET instrument team  reported a measurement of the CDF 
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0 .8-1.2 9.0785 X 10-3*
1.2-1.8 5.1752 X 10~3*
1.8-2 .7 9.7099(±3.7162) x 10"4
2.7-4.0 2.1859(±1.6048) x 10"4
4.0-10.0 5.1886(±2.7299) x 10"5
10.0-30.0 5.6534(±3.0917) x 10"6
Table 5.1: Measured CDF fluxes. Low-energy (0.3-0.6 MeV) d a ta  points are from Trombka 
et al. (1977), high-energy data  points are from Kappadath et al. (1995). The data  points 
denoted with an (*) are upper limits.
by a power-law of the form <f>(E) =  (1.05 ±  0.04) X 10~8 • £ - (2-07±0 03)cm- 2s_1sr_1MeV_1, 
consistent with previous measurements at these energies (Fichtel et al. 1975). For the 
purposes of deriving limits on t'-decay param eters we will use these latest results to  define 
the CDF spectrum.
5.1.2 The Role of I'-decay
Radiatively decaying supernova neutrinos produce a 7 -ray signature near the collapsed 
star. As discussed in Chapter 2, this signature, with its characteristic spectral and temporal 
profile, provides a mechanism for estimating the neutrino’s mass and lifetime. Detection 
of I'-decay emission from independent supernova observations, with their well understood 
neutrino production mechanisms, would represent the most convincing evidence for radiative 
decay, and hence the existence of a massive neutrino species. This approach was applied 
earlier to  7 -ray observations of two supernovae. No evidence for a characteristic y-decay 
signature was found. Unlike a  laboratory experiment the sensitivity of a  search for this
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emission depends on factors over which we have little or no control, e.g. the time and place 
of the next supernova occurence and the instrum ent’s sensitivity. Of course, the expected 
7 -ray emission is also sensitive to the actual neutrino mass, lifetime, and radiative branching 
ratio. Thus, even if the v  decay hypothesis is valid, the flux of 7 -rays may either be too 
small to  be observed (due to  the supernova distance or a small radiative branching ratio) or 
the 7 -ray observations may not provide the required sensitivity. Although the flux of decay 
produced 7 -rays may not be detectable from any single supernova target, the cumulative 
flux produced by the decay of neutrinos from multiple type-II supernovae may be detectable.
We know that each type-II supernova produces ~  1058 neutrinos, and let us assume that 
one neutrino in 103 decays before reaching the detector. Assuming a constant universal 
supernovae rate  of 1 day-1 , and a mean supernova distance of ~20 Mpc (=  6.14 x 1025 
cm) a 7 -ray flux on the order of 10~3cm- 2s~1sr~1MeV~1 a t ~  1 MeV would be present 
a t Earth. The spatial distribution of this cumulative 7 -ray flux is expected to mimic the 
spatial distribution of m atter, i.e. galaxies or supernovae. This back-of-the-envelope flux 
level is within an order of magnitude of the measured CDF flux level. Although chosen to 
provide a good estimate, the param eters used in this example illustrate th a t it is reasonable 
to  hypothesize th a t //-decay might be a significant contributor to  this diffuse emission—or 
at least provide another method with which to  constrain //-decay param eters.
5.2 A M odel for the Diffuse Emission
The premise here is th a t the cumulative //-decay flux, from type-II supernovae occuring 
now and in the past, is responsible for any isotropic 7 -ray emission. To test this hypothesis 
it is necessary to  develop a procedure for estimating the spectrum  and magnitude of the 
expected 7 -ray flux.
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The foundation for estimating this flux is the y-decay model presented in Chapter 2. 
Here, however, we consider the cumulative v  emission coming from a  long epoch of stellar 
death. Massive neutrinos produced in the earliest supernovae propagate over a pathlength 
defined by their lifetime and momentum, eventually decaying into photons. If we assume 
th a t supernovae have been a common occurence since galaxies first formed, neutrino pro­
duction can be assumed to  be a continuous process. The on-going production and decay of 
this supernova neutrino sea is the source of the 7 -ray emission we investigate here.
Since we are concerned with neutrino production in supernovae, the rate  of such events 
must be incorporated into the model. In this work we parameterize the Universal supernova 
rate as a function of the cosmic timescale; this provides a method for estimating the rate  
of decay photon production. The supernova rate has an upper bound derived from nucle­
osynthesis considerations. Specifically, we use S6Fe as a stable tracer to  set limits on the 
supernova rate and its evolution. Now, because galaxies (and therefore supernovae) began 
forming at a relatively early Universal epoch, cosmological distance scales are part of the 
model. We m ust, therefore, include the effects of Universal expansion, i.e. the redshifting 
of particle energies and the dilution of number densities. In the sections th a t follow, the 
parameterization of the supernova rate , calculation of the 7-ray emissivity, and finally a 
complete model of the z/-decay flux are derived.
5.2.1 Type-II Supernova Rate Evolution
It is not known if the supernova rate has remained essentially constant or has evolved 
since the epoch of galaxy formation. However, it is a reasonable expectation th a t some 
degree of evolution has occurred, since this effect is apparent in other phenomena such as 
quasars (Weedman 1986). Here simple forms are used to  parameterize the evolution and
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may not represent the true evolution function.
In the first form considered, evolution depends on the passage of time. The ra te  evolution 
is assumed to  be:
R(z)  =  i?0exp(ArJT0) (5.1)
where R 0 is the current type-II supernova ra te  and H 0 is Hubble’s constant. Following
Weedman (1986) the time r  is taken as the look-back time from the current epoch, and the
evolution index A specifies how quickly the rate  evolves. The dimensionless product t H 0 
is the ratio of the look-back time to  the Hubble time H ~ x. For m atter dominated epochs2 
the lookback time r  is | l  — (1 +  z )~ 2 ^.
The second evolutionary form is appropriate if the supernova rate  scales roughly as the 
size of the Universe. It has the form
R{z) =  R 0(l  +  z )x (5.2)
where as in the previous case, A is a free param eter.
Van den Bergh & Tammann (1991) showed that supernova frequency is best measured 
as a function of luminosity. The current supernova rate can be specified as 7Z0C0, where 7Z0 
is the supernova rate per century per 101oT q(B ), and C0 is the mean luminosity density at 
the current epoch. C0 has been estimated by a number of authors; here we use the value 
C0 = 1.0 X 108Lq(B ) Mpc-3  (Peebles 1993). However, the true value of 1Z0 is uncertain. In 
Table 5.2 the computed frequencies of van den Bergh & Tammann (1991) are shown as a 
function of galaxy morphology. The relative rates are estimated to  be reliable to  ~  30%, but 
the absolute rates are less certain and should be treated as lower limits. H we assume that
2 Only m a tte r  dom inated epochs are considered here.
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E-SO S0/a ,S a Sab,Sb Sbc-Sd Sdm-Im Am
Rate - 0.17 Kl 1.35fc4 3 .9 3 ^ 4.21h2
Table 5.2: Type-II Supernova Frequencies vs Galaxy Morphology (per century per
10loL®(5). Adopted from van den Bergh & Tammann (1991).
the to ta l integrated luminosity has remained constant since the epoch of galaxy formation, 
the luminosity density a t a given redshift z scales as C0{\ +  z)3. Using our two evolutionary 
forms we can now write the functional forms for the type-II supernova rate (supernova per 
second) as:
£ 0U 0(1 + z )3 e x p ( \ r H 0)
or (5-3)
c 0n 0{i + z )3+ \
R ( z )
5.2.2 Limits to the Supernova Rate
Reasonable assumptions can be used to restrict the acceptable range of A. We require 
th a t the total abundance of 56Fe produced in type-II supernovae not exceed the quantity 
PcX qi], or equivalently,
fi(56Fe) <  X q t] = 4.47 X 1(T4. (5.4)
Here pc(— 3H%/8nG = 1.88 X 10~29/i2g cm-3 ) is the critical mass density, 7/ is the fraction 
of to tal 56Fe produced in type-II supernovae, and X q ( =  1.34 x  10-3 ) is the solar system 
S6Fe mass fraction. The precise value of 77 is believed to  be in the range 1/3 to  1/2. We use 
the more conservative 77 =  Given a  value for 1Z0, A cannot be so large as to overproduce 
iron. The dependence of f l(56Fe) on the evolution index A is shown in Figure 5-2 for 
three values of H 0. Here (5.3) was integrated from the current epoch (z  = 0) back to
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the epoch of galaxy formation, taken to be zmax =  4 (Tayler 1993)3. In Figure 5-3 the 
dependence of the evolution index on zmax is presented for the  same values of 7Z0. In 
computing these dependencies we have assumed th a t 0.07 M0 of 56Fe are produced via 
the decay of 56Ni (i.e. 56Ni—>56Co—s-56Fe) in core collapse events, corresponding well with 
supernova simulations and observations . The stable 56Fe represents a permanent tracer of 
past type-II supernovae. Unfortunately neither the to ta l cosmological mass density nor the 
56Fe mass fraction is known. For the model discussed here an Einstein-de Sitter Universe 
( f 2 0 =  p / p c =  1 t Qo — 1/2) with a cosmic 56Fe mass fraction similar to  th a t of the solar 
neighborhood (X 0 ) has been assumed.
5.2.3 7-Ray Emissivity
Armed with the supernova rate, we can derive the emissivity of decay-produced 7 -rays. 
Let N v(Ev)  be the number of parent neutrinos produced in a type-II supernova with energies 
in the interval E u to  E u +  dEv. Using the arguments of Chapter 2, this function is given by 
(2.2) where Tu — 8 MeV. Since we are considering diffuse emission only, it is not necessary 
to include the detailed kinematics of the decay process, such as the angular distribution, 
tha t was included in the earlier analysis. The model can be further simplified by assuming 
tha t the decay-produced 7-ray has half the parent neutrino’s to ta l energy. In actuality the 
photon energy is a function the decay angle, relative to  the parent neutrino’s momentum 
(Equation 2.11). A weighted average over decay angles is therefore assumed, resulting in 
(E)  «  4^. This approximation is used for the remainder of the analysis.
We further assume that the sources (supernovae) are distributed continuously in redshift


















Figure 5-2: Evolution Index A vs f l(56Fe). The figures show the cosmic abundance of 56Fe, 
expressed as a fraction of the critical mass density pc, as a function of the evolution index. 
Figure (a) is for an exponential evolution, exp(A rff0) and, (b) for power-law evolution, 
( l- f-z ) \  The curves represent 7Z0 =  1 ,5 ,7  in units of supernovae per century per 1010Tq(J5). 














Figure 5-3: zmax vs Evolution Index A. The figures show the maximum evolution index 
which does not overproduce 56Fe as a function of the epoch of galaxy formation. The curves 
represent 1Z0 =  1 ,5 ,7  in units of supernovae per century per 1010X©(1?). It is assumed that 
type-II supernovae occur soon after galaxies form, and that fi(56Fe) =  X qtj  = 4.47 X 10~4.
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back to  some zmax. At a  given redshift z  there are R(z')  supernova occurring per unit time. 
Gamma-rays are produced at a redshift z (<  z )  as neutrinos produced by supernovae at z' 
decay. Any observed 7 -rays will have energies th a t are related to  the epoch of emission and 
decay by E0 — £ „ / 2 ( l  +  z')( 1 +  z), where E0 is the observed energy. The travel time of a 
massive neutrino, from creation at z  to decay at z is given by
[(1 +  z ) - z' 2 -  (1 +  z ') - 3/ 2] , (5.5)
3 H0p
where the factor of (3 accounts for the massive nature of the particle. If /3 =  1, this expression 
reduces to  the light-travel time. One must include the effect of universal expansion when 
deriving flux estimates. The number density of neutrinos in a proper volume a t z  is reduced 
at the decay redshift z by the factor ( ^ p - )  • Combining (5.3) with the effect of universal 
expansion and an exponential decay law gives the rate  per proper volume at z of 7 -ray 
production with energies between E and E +  d E , from sources in the redshift interval z  
to  z  +  dz . Upon integrating with respect to z  , an expression for the 7 -ray emissivity ( 7  
cm- 3 s- 1MeV-1 ) is obtained for the two evolutionary forms:
T(E,z )  =
Cono{ 1 +  z ) 3 f2Zmax N v{2E(l  +  z ')) exp(ArjS'0) ( l  -  exp ( - ^ - ) ) dz 
or (5-6)
Lono(l +  z ) 3 N V(2E{1 +  z ') ) ( l  +  z ')A ( l  -  exp ( - ^ - ) )  dz
where the upper limit of integration corresponds to the epoch of galaxy formation.
5.2.4 7-Ray Number Density
Having calculated the emissivity, the flux of 7 -rays can be computed. Let N ( E 0, t ) be 
the number density of photons at time t, which at the current tim e tQ have energy between
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E 0 and E 0 + dE0. Given the emissivity T(E , t ) (7  per second per unit energy interval at 
energy E ),  the change in the number density can be written as (Weinberg 1972)
d_
dt
[w (£ 0, t ) £ 3( t)d £ 0] =  T ( Eo^ ^ R 3( t ) ^ d E 0
R ( t0)= r  e0
m
, f  R 2(t)R (t0) (5.7)
where R(t)  is the cosmological scale factor at time t (to simplify the equations R(t)  will 
be written as R  and R (t0) as R 0). The redshift of the emitted photons is imbedded in the 
argument of emissivity T. Upon integrating this equation with respect to  time, one obtains 
the photon number density th a t is dependent on the details of the cosmological model.
Let us assume th a t the universal m atter distribution is homogenous and isotropic. A 
Friedmann model is then appropriate, with the tim e dependence of the cosmological scale 
factor given by
xC 0






1 — 2 q0 +  2 qc (I)] dR. (5.9)
Substituting (5.9) into (5.7) and integrating with respect to  t gives the photon number 
density (7 cm- 3MeV-1 ) at the current epoch:
1 t Ro T ( E 0^ 4 , t ) R 2dR
N °{E°) = i m X  \-  2q0 +  2q0 (^ )]
or in a more convenient form,
(5.10)
W )  =  * r -
Ho Jo ( l  +  z)4 [l +  2g0z]2
(5.11)
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This form is found by substituting the relationship between the cosmological redshift z 
and the scale factor, i.e. ( 7^ ) = 1 + z. The limits of integration extend from the cur­
rent epoch back to the epoch of galaxy formation. Finally, the expected isotropic flux (7 
cm“ 2s- 1sr- 1MeV-1 ) of 7 -rays in the energy interval E  to  E  +  dE  is given by
«... =  ■ N J E . )
r ™  r (£ ° ( i (5 . i 2)
Jo  n  4- zl4f1 4- 2u„zl24irHo 0 ( l  + )4 [l +  q0 ]
Upon substitution of the expression for the 7 -ray emissivity (5.6) there is a redshift 
independent normalization factor A  in the equation for flux:
^  _  cC0TZ0By 
471H 0
= 8.04 x 10~59B^h? ■
(lO 8/iL© (5)M pc- 3 )  ( 5 N century~1h210~loLQ (B )}  ° (^ )
Given C0 and TZ0, it is interesting to  note tha t this normalization depends only on the value 
of Hubble’s constant (H 0 = lOO/i km s-1 Mpc-1 ) and the radiative branching ratio B y . 
This model for diffuse emission has been implemented numerically and used to  compute the 
expected t'-decay contribution to  the CDF.
5.3 Analysis
As stated above, we take two approaches to determine the potential contribution v- 
decay may make to  the CDF. In the first part of the analysis, the expected i/-decay flux 
and spectrum are compared to the measured CDF. In the second part of the analysis, the
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spectrum of any excess flux (i.e. the MeV-bump) is used as the basis for a reanalysis of the 
t/-decay hypothesis. As discussed earlier some excess 7 -ray emission, not well represented 
by the general power-law structure of the CDF spectrum, may exist. Both analyses are 
based on the premise th a t the i/-decay flux should not exceed what is measured.
In both parts of the analysis we consider a  2-dimensional param eter space iden­
tical to the one used in Chapter 4. Gamma-ray spectra were simulated for each m^/T^-pair, 
or grid point, lying within this param eter space. The simulations assume a galaxy formation 
epoch at zmax = 4. For a given m ^/r^-pair and an assumed value of TZa, the shape of the 
expected t'-decay spectrum is fixed. The absolute normalization A,  however, is arbitrary.
At each grid point, the evolution index A was varied under the constraint tha t 56Fe 
cannot be overproduced (see Section 5.2.2). For acceptable values of A the flux normalization 
A  was computed by performing a  least-squares fit either to  the measured data of Table 5.1 
(Section 5.3.1) or the excess flux (Section 5.3.3); the upper limits (the two lowest energy 
COMPTEL data  points) were not used in the fit. If the normalized r'-decay flux exceeded 
any of the measured CDF values, including the upper limits, then the estimate for A  was 
considered invalid and excluded.
Since the current (z = 0) type-II supernovae rate is uncertain, the analysis was per­
formed for three values of 7Z0. The supernova rates and the associated maximum allowed 
evolution indices are given in Table 5.3. These values of 7Z0 represent a reasonable range 
for the universal supernova rate, when averaged over galaxy morphology (see Table 5.2).
5.3.1 i/-Decay and the Cosmic Diffuse Flux
Example r'-decay spectra are shown in Figure 5-4. The spectral shape differs from the 







Table 5.3: Type-II Supernova Rate and Evolution Index.
grid points in tbe -parameter space considered here (5 degrees of freedom—8 data
points, tbe evolution index, and normalization). The quality of the fits was independent of 
1Z0.
Inspection of Figure 5-4 shows th a t the peak flux of the //-decay emission is around 2-3 
MeV. If the simulated spectrum were shifted down in energy by a factor of ~2, then one 
might expect the fits between //-decay and the CDF to improve. This reduction in energy 
may be achieved by extending the upper limit of integration zmax to  a value greater than  4. 
This would imply tha t galaxy formation occurred earlier than  is normally assumed. Tayler 
(1993) points out tha t based on our current understanding of galaxy formation, it would be 
difficult for the epoch of galaxy formation to  be earlier th an  z  — 10. The //-decay analysis 
was repeated, modified to include zmax as a free param eter (and constrained to the range 
4 < zmax < 10)4. Poor fits were obtained in this re-analysis. We conclude, therefore, th a t v- 
decay in the context of the model presented here, is unlikely to  be the principal contributor 
to the CDF.










Figure 5-4: Examples of the expected diffuse 7 -ray spectra due to supernova u-decay. Shown 
are the normalized spectra expected for: (solid) m y =  25 eV and r„ =  1023; (dashed) m v = 1 
MeV and tv =  105 seconds. The type-II supernova rate was assumed to  evolve exponentially 
with A =  3.8 (2.5) for the solid (dashed) curve. The data  points are those of Trombka et 
al. (1977) and K appadath et al. (1995).
5.3.2 Limits to the Radiative Branching Ratio
As noted above, the magnitude of any z/-decay emission must not exceed the measured 
diffuse emission. Significant constraints on the radiative decay branching ratio can be 
obtained for each 7n„/r„-pair by using the fitted flux normalization A. From (5.13) we see 
tha t By scales as 1 / h 2; thus, H 0 = 50 km s-1 M pc-1 (h =  1/2) gives the most conservative 
limits. For 1 < 72.0 < 7 the best-fit value of A  for each grid point spans the range 10-3  to 
10~2. We, therefore, take a conservative approach and quote an upper limit to  the radiative 
decay branching ratio of By < 10-1 for all m u/re p a ir s  considered here. A similar result 
was obtained for both forms of supernova ra te  evolution, and was insensitive to the value 
of 2mar.
5.3.3 i/-Decay and the MeV-bump
The spectral shape expected from (cumulative) z^-decay emission differs significantly 
from th a t of the CDF. There is, however, a ‘feature’ in the CDF th a t remains unexplained— 
the so-called “MeV-bump.” The sensitive measurements performed by K appadath et al. 
(1995) with the COMPTEL instrument have left the existence of this feature in doubt. 
Their lowest energy measurements (~  2 MeV), although known to  contain some background 
contamination, still leave the possibility of a bump an open question.
To attack this question one m ust extract the spectral shape of the bump from the rest of 
the CDF. This extraction was performed by assuming the CDF has the general form of a bro­
ken power-law. The first power-law was fitted to  the measurements extending from 0.3 to  3.3 
MeV, and takes the form 4>(E) = (2.93±2.24) x 10- 3-E - (3’26±o'87)cm- 2s_1sr- 1MeV_1. The 
second power-law, dominated by the EGRET data  (Kniffen et al. 1995), covers energies from 
3 .3 to >  100 MeV and takes the form <j>{E) = (2 .20±0.56)x l0_3-E _(2‘o7±o-O4)cm-2 s_1sr-1 MeV_
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The COMPTEL data  points spanning the energies (0.8-1.2), (1.2-1.8), and (1.8-2.7) MeV 
were not used in the power-law fits. Upon subtracting the underlying power-law emissions, 
the spectrum of the bump was obtained. The CDF measurements and the resulting bump 
spectrum are presented in Figure 5-5.
Using the procedure outlined in Section 5.3, the expected //-decay flux was compared to 
the residual bump emission. In this scenario, a reduced x 2 ~  1-3 was obtained for all grid 
points with to ~  25 MeV, independent of TZ0. In Figure 5-6, the residual bump spectrum 
is shown along with an example //-decay spectrum. As stated above, the quality of the fits 
were found to be independent of zmax.
This analysis depends strongly on the assumed shape of the residual bump feature. The 
relationship between the bump and //-decay emission has also been analyzed by param eter­
izing the CDF measurements as a single power-law. A fit the da ta  points of Table 5.1 gives a 
single power-law of the form <t>{E) =  (6.37 ±  1.59) X 10~3 • E~(2'63±0’25)cm~2s- 1sr- 1MeV~1. 
If the COMPTEL upper limits are interpreted as CDF measurements, the resulting resid­
ual bump has a spectrum th a t falls very sharply from about 1.5 to  2.2 MeV. The steepness 
of this transition is difficult to  fit in the //-decay hypothesis, since the simulated spectra 
have a gradual decline with significant emission extending beyond 3 MeV. Therefore, for 
most grid points, poor fits to  the bump were obtained. Although difficult to quantify, there 
are obviously significant systematic uncertatinties in determining the relationship between 
//-decay and any MeV-bump th a t may exist.
5.4 Discussion &: Summary
We have compared the cumulative 7 -ray emission of supernova neutrino decay to the 
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Figure 5-5: The cosmic diffuse 7 -ray flux (CDF), (top) The measurements of Trombka et 
al. (1977) and Kappadath et al. (1995), and the fitted power-law forms; (A) 4>(E) = 
(2.93 ±  2.24) x 10~3 • J5-(3-26±0-87)cm -2s - 1s r -1M eV -1, (B) <f>(E) =  (2.20 ±  0.56) x 10~3 • 






















Figure 5-6: Examples of z^-decay diffuse emission spectra. Shown are the i/-decay spectra 
expected for: (solid) m v — 25 eV and r„ =  1023, ( dashed) m v  = 1 MeV and t v  =  10s 
seconds. The figures show the expected spectra for zmax = 4 (top) and zmax =  10 (bottom). 
The spectra have been normalized to  the residual bump spectrum  (diamonds).
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the distribution of neutrino sources (type-II supernovae) is spatially uniform, leading to  
an isotropic flux of decay-produced 7 -rays. In addition, the supernova ra te  is assumed to 
evolve with cosmic time. The ra te  was parameterized as a function of redshift, with the 
to ta l number of supernovae limited by the cosmic density of 56Fe. Comparison of simulated 
z^-decay spectra with the measured diffuse 7 -ray flux allow us to  set constraints on the 
radiative decay branching ratio of < 10~3. These limits are robust, assuming th a t the 
epoch of galaxy formation occurred between 4 <  2 < 10, and the cosmic abundance of 
56Fe is approximately equivalent to  the solar system abundance. Because a cumulative 7 - 
ray flux was considered here, the analysis is sensitive to  a range of m y/r^-param eter space 
inaccessible to  the supernova observations made by SMM/GRS and COMPTEL. Thus, the 
limits obtained in this analysis are complimentary to those discussed in the Chapter 4.
Some care m ust be taken when interpreting the limits derived here. For each m ^/r^-pair 
sampled, the param eters A and /o r zmax were varied until a best-fit between the v-decay 
emission and the measured CDF was found. The resulting z/-decay spectrum provided 
was normalized giving an estimate of the normalization constant A. It is this ‘best-fit’ 
normalization th a t was used to  set the branching ratio limits. We have used reasonable 
assumptions to  constrain the valid ranges of the free parameters A and zmax, however, the 
best-fit values may not describe reality. The cosmological and astrophysical param eters 
included in the model (e.g. 7/, 7Z0, £ 0, H 0) are believed to be accurate to  factors of two. 
The limits obtained are robust to these small param eter variations. The largest unknowns 
incorporated into the z^-decay model are the cosmological mass density fi and the iron mass 
fraction fi(56Fe).
A more speculative analysis was also performed that compared z;-decay emission to the 
feature known as the MeV-bump. The energy spectrum of this feature is rather unclear due
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to measurement uncertainties; yet we have shown th a t for a reasonable parameterization of 
the CDF spectrum, the I'-decay hypothesis can account for much of the bump emission. This 
bump analysis is somewhat more model dependent due to  uncertainities in parameterizing 
the CDF measurements.
The constraints derived here can be strengthened by: 1) improving measurements of the 
diffuse extragalactic 7 -ray emission; 2) a more accurate estimate of the galaxy formation 
epoch; 3) improved estimates of supernova rates and, if possible, measurement of the rate as 
a function of redshift (ie. evolution); 4) determination of SI; and 5) laboratory measurement 
of m„. If these improvements are made, as many of them  certainly will, analysis of the diffuse 
7 -ray emission may prove to be the most sensitive probe of the radiative y-decay hypothesis.
C h a p ter  6
RADIATIVE DECAY OF RELIC 
NEUTRINO S
“That restaurant is always crowded. No one ever goes there anymore. ”
Yogi Berra
6.1 Introduction
Neutrinos are second only to photons in their cosmological abundance. It is then natural 
to  investigate the ramifications of the decay of these cosmological relics. Limits to  radiative 
z'-decay param eters have been derived using relic neutrinos as a source, by a number of 
authors (e.g. Kolb k  Turner 1990). These anaylyses, however, rely on assumptions regard­
ing the environment of the early Universe, and postulate the observable effects th a t may 
be induced by t/-decay products. Our desire here is to perform an analysis th a t minimizes 
assumptions, hence reducing uncertainties.
As in the previous chapter, we will be concerned with the contributions th a t z'-decay 
might make to the cosmic diffuse flux (CDF) of 7 -rays. Estim ating the 7 -ray flux from the 
decay of a  cosmological relic is more straightforward than  in the supernova scenario. Here 
we can assume th a t the parent neutrinos were produced at the same cosmological epoch,
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greatly simplifying the flux calculations. In addition, because the neutrinos are thermal 
relics, their abundance can be estimated with a single param eter—the tem perature a t which 
they decoupled from other m atter in the early Universe. In the following sections we will use 
the relic neutrino abundance, decay kinematics, and cosmological expansion to  predict the 
i'-decay signature. Once the decay-produced 7 -ray signature is parameterized, its potential 
contribution to  the CDF will be analyzed, leading to  limits on i'-decay param eters.
The range of neutrino mass and lifetime considered in this analysis is restricted by 
the CDF energy range. Unlike the earlier analyses of supernova neutrinos, massive relic 
neutrinos are expected to be non-relativistic at late cosmological epochs. The diffuse 7 -ray 
flux used in this analysis spans the energy range from 0.1 to  30 MeV. Thus, assuming tha t 
the decay-produced photon takes half the parent neutrino’s to ta l energy, neutrino masses 
less than ~0.2 MeV will not contribute. The neutrino lifetime can potentially be very short. 
If this is the case the decay photons may have a significant effect on the evolution of the 
Universe at early epochs (Kolb & Turner 1990). Since the nature of the very early Universe is 
somewhat model dependent, here we will consider only long lifetimes, i.e. 1012 <  r„ <  1025. 
This range of 77 extends from the epoch of recombination to  beyond the current age of 
the Universe. For this range of neutrino mass and lifetime it is valid to assume th a t the 
Universe is matter-dominated.
6.2 Neutrinos and the Big Bang
During early cosmological epochs baryons, mesons, leptons, and photons were in ther­
modynamic equilibrium. If a massive particle species remains in thermal equilibrium until 
the present epoch, its abundance, n  oc (m /T 0)3//2exp(—m / T 0) is negligible, since T0 <C m. 
However, if the particle species decoupled from other m atter when m / T  ~  1, its abundance
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will have ‘frozen-out’ and may be significant even now.
Because we live in an expanding Universe, the tem perature of the therm al bath  is 
constantly changing. Therefore, to  maintain a state of therm al equilibrium the particle’s 
energy distribution must change faster than the rate of tem perature change. Another way 
of stating this is to  say th a t the particle interaction rate T must be faster than the expansion 
rate of the Universe E .  The particle abundance will ‘freeze-out’ when T < H .  Here we 
are concerned with the relic abundance of neutrinos. Specifically, we wish to  know the 
abundance th a t a  neutrino species of mass m v would have today if it were very long lived or 
stable. This abundance will be used below to derive the flux of i/-decay daughter particles.
6.2.1 Abundance of a M assive Thermal Relic
If a massive neutrino species is stable (or long lived), only annihilation processes, vv  +-* 
X X ,  modify the neutrino number density, where X  denotes any particle into which z/’s can 
annihilate. If we denote the to ta l annihilation cross-section as (aa |i/|), the number density 
satisfies (Kolb & Turner 1990)
^  +  3H n v =  ~{aA \v\) [nl -  ( u f Q)2] , (6 .1)
where nf®  is the equilibrium number density; the second term  on the left hand side accounts 
for Universal expansion. There are no closed form solutions to this equation, it must be 
solved either numerically or using approximation techniques. Dicus, Kolb, and Teplitz 
(1978) have computed the decoupling tem perature T D{K) and number density n f(c m -3 ) 
for a massive neutrino species i>h  th a t interacts via vh +  ~v h  *-* ve +  Ve. Their results, for 
the mass range of interest, are given in Table 6.1.
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Neutrino Decoupling Number Density Present Day
Mass Temperature at Decoupling Abundance
m v (MeV) T ?  (K) (cm-3 ) Q,vh2
0.1 3.41 X 101U 6.04 x 1032 1064.2
0.5 3.41 x 1010 5.99 X 1032 5276.8
1.0 3.40 x 1010 5.85 X 1032 10398.2
2.5 3.36 X 1010 5.04 x 1032 23205.6
5.0 3.30 x 1010 3.35 X 1032 32562.1
7.5 3.35 x 1010 2.23 X 1032 31079.3
10.0 3.50 X 1010 1.62 X 1032 26396.7
25.0 4.89 x 1010 6.34 X 1031 9469.8
50.0 7.23 x 1010 3.68 X 1031 3401.3
75.0 9.39 x 1010 2.82 x 1031 1784.7
100.0 1.14 X 1011 2.38 X 1031 1122.3
250.0 2.24 x 1011 1.50 X 1031 233.1
Table 6.1: Neutrino decoupling tem perature, equilibrium number density at decoupling, 
and present day abundance
The present relic abundance of a  therm al relic is related to  the decoupling tem perature:
=  7.56 n f ( T ^ ) - 3cm_3 (6.2)
where (T°) represents the number density (tem perature) of the relic neutrino sea today 
and T°  is the tem perature of the photon sea today (2.726 K). Using (6.2), the present day 
abundance for a stable vjj is also given in Table 6.1. This abundance is expressed in a useful 
form as =  pu/p c — m vnvlp c.
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6.3 j -R a ys  From Relic Decay
To estimate the flux of decay-produced relativistic daughter products (ie. 7 -rays), we 
must first develop an expression for the change in the parent neutrino energy density. This 
is accomplished by modifying the usual exponential decay law for the change in particle 
number density:
n„ +  3ffn„ =  - — . (6.3)
Tv
The second term  on the left is required to  account for the change in number density due to 
universal expansion. The param eter H {— j^^y) is a measure of the cosmological expansion 
rate, with R(t)  the time dependent scale factor of the Universe. For the range of masses 
considered here, it is valid to  assume that the parent neutrinos are non-relativistic; the 
energy density is, therefore, given by pv =  The change in the parent neutrino energy
density is then,
3 dR pu . .
+ R T t”- = (6-4)
th a t has a solution of the form:
pv(R) = pv{R i) ( ^  \ -* /* .  (6.5)
Here Ri is the scale factor a t some initial epoch prior to decay.
Let us denote the energy density of the relativistic daughter particles by pn .  The
equation governing the evolution of these decay products is:
pD + 4HpD = - ^ ,2.Ti, (6 .6)
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where the factor of 4 is included to  account for the decrease in the energy density of the 
particles. The source term  on the right hand side of this equation comes from the decay of 
the vjj, and the factor of 2 implies th a t each decay-produced phton takes half the parent’s 
energy. The radiative branching ratio B1 has also been included. Substituting (6.5) into 
this equation, one finds a solution of the form:
For a flat, m atter dominated Universe R / R 0 =  ( f / t0)2/3, and this expression becomes
<6-8>




1 + z  2 (6.9)
Using this relation we can obtain the differential photon energy spectrum by taking the 
time derivative of (6 .8):
d p ''i d p*y dt
/  p  \  5/2
(6 .10)
d E 0 dt dE0
_  ZB^plU  / F oy / 2 c_^.(^L) 
AE0tv \  E
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and then the expected flux of decay-produced 7 -rays can be written as
(6 .11 )
where the photon energy E 0 is measured in MeV and we have made the substitution 0„/i2 =  
Pv/Pc- Note th a t Quh2 is the density vh would have today, if they do not decay. Using 
(6 .11) it is possible to  predict the 7 -ray flux expected from the radiative decay of a massive 
relic neutrino species.
6.3.1 Absorption of 7-Rays
X-rays and 7 -rays traversing large distances may suffer extinction due to a  number 
of processes. Since large cosmological distances are considered here, the effect of photon 
extinction should be included in the i/-decay simulation. To compute the optical depth, or 
absorption probability, we follow the work of Zdziarski & Svensson (1989). Their expressions 
for optical depth are appropriate for the m atter-dominated epochs considered here.
In calculating the optical depth A, it is sufficient to consider photon absorption processes 
only. Scattering processes, which change the photon arrival direction, are not im portant 
here since we are considering diffuse emission only. The processes incorporated into the 
calculation of the optical depth include: photon-photon pair production on on the cosmic 
blackbody background, photon-m atter pair production on ionized (before recombination) 
and neutral (after recombination) m atter, and Compton energy loss. Using the expressions 
derived by Zdziarski & Svensson (1989) for these processes, the optical depth A can be
4>{E0) =
C J3*y (Z p'y
4ir E 0 dE0 
cB~,Slvh2t0 
4 tvE 0 t u
1 .8 9 x l0 - s * f f i - - °
E 0t v
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Figure 6-1: Contour of unit optical depth (A =  1) at m atter dominated epochs. The photon 
absorbing processes include: Compton energy loss (dashed), photon-m atter pair production 
(dot-dashed), and photon-photon pair production (not shown). The solid contour represents 
the unit optical depth due to all these processes. From Zdziarski & Svensson (1989).
computed for a given observed photon energy E 0. In Figure 6-1 the contour of unit optical 
depth is shown; also shown are the contributions from each of the relevant photon absorbing 
processes (photon-photon pair production becomes significant a t energies E 0 ~  100 MeV). 
The absorption processes are incorporated into the calculation of the expected i/-decay flux 
by multiplying (6.11) by the factor exp(—k ( E 0)). Due to  the long neutrino lifetimes, and 
therefore late decay epochs, considered here, photon absorption is a relatively small effect.
6.4 Analysis
The analysis of relic neutrino decay is similar to the analysis performed in the previous 
chapter. We consider a 2-dimensional grid in m „ /7v p aram ete r space. A i/-decay spectrum
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was simulated for each grid point1 in this param eter space using the expressions derived 
above.
At each grid point { m u / T v - pair) the predicted spectral shape of the 7 -ray emission is 
fixed; the absolute normalization, however, is arbitrary. Inspection of (6.11) shows th a t this 
flux normalization A  is given simply by,
A  = B yh. (6.12)
For each predicted spectrum (grid point), A  was computed by perfoming a least-squares 
fit between the expected i'-decay spectrum and the measured CDF (Table 5.1). The upper 
limits included in this table were not used to determine A; however, once normalized, if the 
z/-decay flux exceeded either of these upper limits the grid point was excluded. An example 
of a predicted i'-decay spectrum is shown in Figure 6-2. The best-fit grid point corresponds 
to  log{mv[MeV}) =  1, log(r„[sec]) =  15.5, and has a reduced chi-square x i  =  Xmin — 2*8.
At the 90% C.L., grid points satisfying the condition x 2 > Xmin +  4-61 can be excluded; 
the remaining grid points are displayed in Figure 6-3 where the contours represent the fitted 
values of A  =  Byh. Recall tha t the m „/r„-param eter space considered here was a subset of 
the space used in the earlier analyses. The restricted param eter space is identified in the 
figure by the dotted box. Also shown are decay mode-independent limits derived by Kolb 
& Turner (1990), using mass density arguments (dot-dash); grid points above the dot-dash 
box should be excluded if ft =  1. For grid points tha t are not excluded, the normalization 
A  is on the order of 10-1 .











Figure 6-2: Example of the predicted 7 -ray spectrum due to  the decay of a massive relic 
neutrino. The normalized spectrum shown here was simulated for l o g =  0 and 
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Figure 6-3: m u / T u - param eter space and the CDF. Grid points with predicted //-decay spec­
tra  giving good fits to the measured CDF are shown. The contours represent the fitted 
values of the normalization A — B nh. The restricted param eter space used in this analysis 
is identified by the dotted box. Also shown are decay mode-independent limits derived by 
Kolb & Turner (1990) (dot-dash).
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6.4.1 Relic i/-Decay and the MeV-bump
As mentioned earlier, the existence and source of the MeV-bump is an open question. 
We wish to determine the potential contribution, if any, relic i'-decay may make to  the MeV- 
bump. In Section 5.3.3 we showed th a t the basic structure of CDF spectrum, based upon 
measurements to  date, is characterized by a broken power-law. This underlying power-law 
has a functional form (j>(E) = (2.93 ±  2.24) x 10-3  • JE- (3-26±0-87)cm- 2s'- 1sr~1MeV-:l from 
0.3 to 3.3 MeV, and <f>(E) = (2.20 ±0 .56) X IO"3 - E - ( 2-07±0-04)cm -2s - 1sr - 1MeV- 1 from 3.3 
to  >100 MeV.
Following the extraction of the power-law emissions, the residual emission was compared 
to  the predicted flux from i'-decay. A procedure similar to the one oulined in Section 6.4 was 
used. In this analysis the best-fit point (x | =  Xmin = 0.16) was located at log{m v[M eV\) =  
1.2, log(r„[sec]) =  16. The 7 -ray spectrum predicted for these //-decay param eters is shown 
in Figure 6-4. Grid points can be excluded in a  similar m anner as discussed above; the 
remaining grid points are displayed in Figure 6-5.
The sensitivity of this analysis depends on the spectral shape of the residual emission, 
and therefore is dependent the parameterization of the underlying CDF power-law. When 
the analysis was repeated using a single power-law param eterization (see Section 5.3.3) 
fewer grid points were excluded. A similar allowed region, however, was derived from the 
two analyses.
6.5 Discussion &: Summary
We have compared predictions for 7 -ray emission due to relic neutrino decay, with 













Figure 6-4: The best-fit 7 -ray spectrum due to the decay of a massive relic neutrino. The 
normalized spectrum shown here was simulated for log(roi,[MeV]) =  1.2 and log(r„[sec]) =  
16 The best-fit normalization is A  =  0.478. D ata  points are those of the residual bump 
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Figure 6-5: m^TV-parameter space and the CDF. Grid points with predicted i'-decay spec­
tra  giving good fits to the measured CDF are shown. The contours represent the fitted 
values of the normalization A = Bnh. The restricted parameter space used in this analysis 
is identified by the dotted box. Also shown are decay mode-independent limits derived by 
Kolb & Turner (1990) (dot-dash).
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model th a t incorporates massive neutrino abundances, decay kinematics, and the appro­
priate cosmological factors. Comparison of the i'-decay flux level and spectrum lead to 
restrictions on neutrino mass and lifetime in the range —1 < log{m v[MeV}) < 1.6 and 
12 < log(r„[sec]) < 25. We conclude th a t it is unlikely for i'-decay to  be responsible for 
the general power-law structure of the CDF. Using a reasonable parameterization of this 
underlying power-law emission, the spectrum a potential excess 7 -ray emission was derived. 
The spectral shape of this residual emission is consistent with a small range of neutrino 
mass and lifetime. Using standard cosmological arguments, the allowed i'-decay param eter 
space would overdose the Universe by a factor of at least 103, and should be excluded if 
the Universe is spatially flat (Cl = 1). Improvements in the CDF measurements and/or an 
independent laboratory measurement of neutrino mass will aid future analyses.
C h a p ter  7
INTERPRETATIONS & 
CONCLUSIONS
“Neutrino physics is largely an art o f learning a great deal by observing
nothing. ”
H. Harari
Proc. 13th Conf. on Neutrino 
Physics and Astrophysics 
Boston, June 5-11, 1988, p.574
7.1 W hat have we learned?
There are many ramifications—theoretical, experimental, and cosmological—if a massive 
neutrino species exists. The results of the astrophysical search presented in the earlier 
chapters can address a number of outstanding questions regarding massive neutrinos. First, 
the results of our analyses are summarized.
Gamma-ray observations of two core collapse supernovae revealed no evidence of a ra­
diative i'-decay signature. Based on a  detailed numerical model it was predicted that the 
most sensitive search for a decay signature should be carried out in the few MeV energy 
regime, approximately independent of the parent neutrino mass. This results from the high 
neutrinosphere tem perature of ~8  MeV (for v j j  coupled dominantly to either or z/T),
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thereby producing a mean neutrino energy of ~24 MeV. The predicted 7 -ray fluence and 
spectrum  was, however, found to be dependent on the parent neutrino mass m u, lifetime 
77, radiative branching ratio B~n  in addition to supernova age and observation period. Us­
ing the COMPTEL 7 -ray telescope, which operates in the 1-30 MeV energy range, the 
supernova targets were imaged in multiple energy bands. No statistically significant 7 -ray 
emission was measured at the known position of the source. This null result excludes a 
large new region of « v / rv/  137-parameter space.
Another investigative approach to the i'-decay hypothesis considered the potential con­
tribution th a t an isotropic population of decaying massive neutrinos might make to the 
cosmic diffuse 7 -ray flux. Two sources of neutrinos were considered here—the sea of neu­
trinos produced by the continuous process of cosmic supernovae, and the large abundance 
of therm al relic neutrinos from the Big Bang.
In the supernova case, the spectrum of i'-decay emission was found to  be inconsistent 
with measurements of the CDF. Requiring th a t the predicted i'-decay emission not exceed 
the CDF, we set a conservative upper limit of i ?7 < 10-1 . This limit is robust since it 
shows little dependence on the epoch of galaxy formation (for 4 <  zmax < 10) and applies 
to  masses m v < 25 MeV and lifetimes r„ <  1025 sec. For over 20 years the CDF has 
shown the apparent existence of a spectral feature known as the MeV-bump. The source 
of this feature was also addressed in the context of decaying neutrinos. B etter consistency 
was found between the spectral shapes of the predicted i'-decay and MeV-bump emission. 
The results, however, are somewhat model dependent— relying on param eterizations of the 
CDF spectrum. Improvements in the precision of the CDF measurements are required to  
further constrain the hypothesis.
This analysis was repeated using decaying relic neutrinos as a source of photons. In
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this scenario the predicted i'-decay emission was again found to  be inconsistent with the
general power-law structure of the CDF; a narrow range of neutrino mass and lifetime 
did, however, give consistent results (see Figure 6-3). For this narrow range of m vlTv, the
obtained from the supernova analysis. When only the MeV-bump emission was considered, 
i'-decay hypothesis was found to  be in excellent agreement with measurements, for a similar 
narrow range of mass and lifetime. The best-fit was obtained for m„ ~  16 MeV, t„  ~  1016, 
and B^h = 0.5.
Although consistent with CDF measurements, this narrow range of i'-decay parameters 
violates standard cosmological mass density arguments, and overdoses the Universe—not 
a favorable result. Unfortunately, this range of neutrino mass and lifetime was inaccessible 
to  the COMPTEL supernova observations; the predicted 7 -ray fluence was below the in- 
trum ental threshold. Confirmation, or exclusion, will have to  wait for the next supernova 
7 -ray observations.
7.1.1 Constraints to  the Standard Model
Because the COM PTEL supernova observations were sensitive to  very massive neutrinos 
with long lifetimes, it is possible to  constrain some param eters of the standard model. As 
we discussed briefly in Chapter 1, radiative neutrino decay is not forbidden by the Standard 
Model; the decay rate, however, is small (M ohapatra & Pal 1991, Boehm & Vogel 1992):
derived radiative branching ratio is on the order of 10 *; consistent with the upper limit
2
(7.1)
where G f  is the Fermi coupling constant. The sum, over charged leptons, includes the 
param eter rj =  (m ,j/M w )2, where j  =  e , / i ,r ,  and M w  is the mass of the W ± boson (~80
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GeV). This expression is valid in the limit th a t the neutrinos vjj and vl are Dirac particles, 
and satisfy the mass hierarchy condition m VL <  m ^ 1. If the tau  lepton contributes most 
to the sum then:
r - f(B)2^ (^)4'“ 2
~  1 .4 x 1 0 - 44m l\U rHU;L\2 s ' 1 (7.2)
or,
TSM =  f  = 7.1 x 1043 \UrHU*rL\- 2 rn-* s. (7.3)
where tsm  is the predicted standard model lifetime and m ev  = m u/ l  eV. In Figure 7-1 the 
predicted lifetime is overlayed on the exclusion plot derived earlier. For excluded lifetimes 
in excess of t s m > limits to the quantity \Uth U*l \~2 can be set using,
r„ > t s m  \UrH U ;L \ - 2 . (7.4)
In Figure 7-2 we present the limits to the neutrino mixing m atrix  element \Ut h U*l \2 as a 
function of m v. Also shown are the limits obtained from laboratory experiments of lepton 
number violating radiative decays (Particle D ata Book 1994). The limits derived from the 
non-observation of i/-decay can be compared directly to these limits if vh mixes maximally 
with the r  lepton (i.e. Uth  — 1)? and vl is the neutrino associated with either the electron 
or muon. Under this interpretation, the search for radiative z/-decay has led to  an improved 
limit on the neutrino mixing element \Ure\2 (|UT/J|2) for m v > 3(8) MeV, if B.y = 1.







Figure 7-1: Standard Model radiative lifetime and the excluded region of 77z„/r„-param eter 








Figure 7-2: Limits to  the neutrino mixing m atrix  element \Uth U*l \2. Also shown are the 
limits obtained from laboratory experiments of lepton number violating radiative decays 
(Particle D ata  Book 1994). The limits are comparable if vh  mixes maximally w ith the r  
lepton (i.e. Uth  — 1), and vl is the neutrino associated with either the electron or muon. 
The curve applies to J37 =  1 only.
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7.1.2 Neutrino Oscillations and Radiative Decay
It is not known if the particles tha t participate in weak interactions can be considered 
physical particles. The most general assumption is th a t the flavor eigenstates (v e, vT) 
are a superposition of mass eigenstates. This superposition can be parameterized by:
ve = '52utjvi (7-5)
j
where t  — e, fi, or r ,  and the sum is over mass eigenstates. For simplicity, consider the 
interaction of two neutrinos: the mass eigenstates and ujj, and the weak eigenstates ve 
and vr . Let us further assume that the heavy mass eigenstate is unstable with lifetime r . 
The time evolution of the mass eigenstates has the form:
K ) t  =  \v l ) e x p ( - iE Lt)
WH)t = Wh ) exp(—i.E tft)exp(—f / r ) .  (7.6)
Each mass eigenstate is assumed to  have the same m omentum bu t slightly different energy 
E j ( p ,m , j ) ,  where rrij is the neutrino mass. A weak eigenstate, say |i/T)t , will evolve with 
time as
Wr)t =  Uri  exP ( - i£:i f )U) (7-7)
i
where |j)  is a mass eigenstate. The amplitude for the vT to  be vh  a t some future time t  is 
then
=  UrH e x p ( - iE j t ) e x p ( - t / r ), (7.8)
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and the probability of being a l>h  at any time t  is
PuH = \{vH\vr)t \2 =  I Uth  |2 exp(—2 t / r ). (7.9)
The probability of producing a photon via radiative decay of the vjj can then immediately 
be w ritten as,
P„H->„L+y = W r H \\ l  ~  e x p ( -2 t /r ) ) .  (7.10)
To obtain the predicted photon spectrum and fluence of the decay-produced 7 -rays, 
requires the numerical simulation described in Chapter 2. However, by inspection it is ap­
parent th a t the mixing m atrix  element \Uth \2 plays the same role as the radiative branching 
ratio  By. Therefore, if a photon is produced in every vjj decay (the most conservative as­
sum ption), the limits on By  derived in Chapter 4 can immediately be applied to  \Uth \2, 
with the substitution r„ —»• r / 2  (see Figure 4-5).
A contribution to  the predicted photon flux is also generated by the vjj component 
of ve. Inclusion of this component may significantly alter the expected photon spectrum 
since the supernova ve energy spectrum is characterized by a lower tem perature (T„e =  4 
MeV). The contribution from ve is given by PUH^ UL+y =  |f7ejy'|2( l  — exp(—2t /r ) ) .  If the 
vh  is dominantly coupled to  the vT, the m atrix element \Uen \  is expected to  be small; 
thus the 7 -ray contribution from the decay of Ve’ is negligible. Frieman et al. (1988) 
have reanalyzed the neutrino measurements of SN1987A under the hypothesis of flavor 
oscillations and i'-decay; they did not specifically consider radiative decay. Their results 
show th a t the neutrino measurements are consistent with the oscillation/decay hypothesis 
if W rH ?  ~  0.41 and |Uen \2 ~  0.59. Therefore, the ve component may be appreciable. 
Bahcall (1989) has pointed out th a t for 0.5 ~  \UeH \2 ~  0.59 and a lifetime E vTulm v ~  500
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s, oscillations and decay (although not specifically radiative decay) can solve the solar 
neutrino problem2.
The passage of ve neutrinos through m atter, however, can induce potentially significant 
flavor changing oscillations, even for very small values of the m atrix  element \Ush \2 (Bahcall 
1989). The effect of matter-induced oscillations has not been considered here. A reanalysis 
incorporating this process may be valuable; based on the non-observation of a decay sig­
nature from SN1987A, the limits obtained by an analysis of this type may have additional 
ramifications for the solar neutrino problem3.
7.1.3 The Sciama Neutrino Hypothesis
Sciama (1990) recently proposed a radiatively decaying massive relic neutrino as a  po­
tential dark m atter candidate. The motivation for this decaying dark m atter hypothesis 
was the widespread ionization of hydrogen in the interstellar medium. The lower and up­
per bounds on the neutrino mass is set by requiring the decay-produced photon to  ionize 
hydrogen (E  =  m „/2  > 13.6 eV), but not helium (E  < 14.7 eV). More detailed calculations 
(Sciama 1993, 1995) lead to  the parameters of Sciama’s neutrino: m v = 27.4 ±  0.2 eV and 
r„ ~  (2 ±  1) x 1023 sec. The long lifetime is required so tha t the flux of ionizing radiation is 
not so large th a t it conflicts with measurements. The circumstantial evidence for Sciama’s 
neutrino is intriguing (see Sciama 1993).
Because of its mass, Sciama’s neutrino must be associated with either of vr . Direct 
measurements of the cosmic flux of photons from the decay of this dark m atter are difficult, 
due to a large background from stellar sources. However, the existence of this neutrino can
2For a m ean solar neutrino energy of ~  10 MeV, the required neutrino m ass is ~  50 eV.
3T he production of neutrinos w ith a mass component heavier th an  a  few hundred keV is suppressed 
because of threshold effects. Only the SM M /G RS 7 -ray observation of SN1987A is sensitive to  light masses.
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be addressed in the context of supernova production. In Chapter 5, the predicted i'-decay 
emission from the sea of supernova produced neutrinos was compared to  the cosmic diffuse 
7 -ray flux. As discussed earlier, the tem perature of the neutrinosphere is high, producing 
a neutrino spectrum  with mean energy of ~24 MeV. Thus, although the Sciama neutrino 
mass is relatively small, the large kinetic energy imparted to  it will produce decay photons 
in the MeV energy range; the to ta l flux and spectrum of this i'-decay emission depends on 
■mv and t u . In Section 5.3.2 a conservative limit of B .Y < 10-1 for the radiative branching 
ratio was derived, independent of ro„ or 77; for the i'-decay paremeters specific to Sciama’s 
neutrino the limit is < 10-2
Sciama’s hypothesis assumes th a t every i'-decay produces a photon. If, however, the 
radiative branching ratio is less than  unity the theory must be modified. Following Sciama’s 
approach, let us estimate the extragalactic. flux of hydrogen ionizing photons. Using the 
usual exponential decay law, the to ta l number density (cm-3 ) of decay-produced photons
epoch, and ta — 2 /3H 0 is the age of the Universe. The rate of change in i'-decay photon 
number density (cm - 3s-1 ) satisfies
(7.11)





4T he radiative branching ratio  B y  has been included here; it  was not included in the original derivation.
and the total flux of i'-decay photons is j F  =  c B ^ n ^ / H 0 t u cm- 2s-1 , which is valid if r„ t 0 . 
Here we are interested in the flux of ionizing photons, not the to tal flux. Let the decay- 
produced photon energy be written as E  =  13.6 +  e; the photons are capable of ionizing 
hydrogen if e > 0. Then the flux of ionizing i'-decay photons is
f  =  ( 7 ' 1 3 )
Recent attem pts (Vogel et al. 1995) attem pts to measure the flux of ionizing photons at 
z  ~  0 give F  < 1.5 x 105 cm- 2s-1 . The cosmological mass density contributed by Sciama’s 
neutrino is p = m vnv =  (3.15 ±  0.02) keV cm-3 , and expressing the mass density in the 
convenient form £lh2 = p /p c gives,
M i2 = 0.3 ±  0.002. (7.14)
If the Universe is spatially flat (attractive on a number of theoretical grounds) then £2 =  1, 
and (7.14) gives h = 0.55 ±  0.04. Thus, H0 = (55 ±  4) km s-1  Mpc-1 . Substitution of this
H 0 into (7.13), with ra„ ~  115 cm-3 , B7 ~  10-2 , and t u ~  1023 sec gives
eS 1 0 -4 ± 0 -8 ( i o ^ ) -  (7'15)
Requiring e < 1.1 (helium is not ionized), gives a modified lifetime for Sciama’s neutrino of 
tv ~  (1.06 ±  0.08) x 1022 sec.
Radiative decay can be parameterized by a transition magnetic moment p,
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Using the Sciama mass and lifetime values gives fi =  3.5 x 10-14 /.i s ,  where hb  is the 
Bohr magneton. This value for the magnetic moment is about a factor of 100 below the 
current upper limit (Bludman 1992). Recent measurements of Cepheid variables using 
the Hubble Space Telescope give H 0 ~  (87 ±  7) km s_1 Mpc-1 (Pierce et al. 1994). If 
this is used in the calculations above, /j, = 4.4 X 10-14 (i b , is also an acceptable result. 
Improved measurements of the cosmic diffuse flux of 7 -rays may result in a stricter upper 
limit on the radiative branching ratio, and the end of Sciama’s neutrino. If, for example, the 
branching ratio was limited to  B-y < 10~5 the Sciama lifetime would be ~  1019, requiring 
H ~  10~12 f.lb—which is excluded experimentally. A search of this type, supernova neutrino 
production and its potential contribution to  the CDF, may be the most sensitive test of 
Sciama’s i/-decay hypothesis.
7.2 Prospects for Future Observations
The work presented here would not be complete without a discussion of future work. As 
detector technology improves sensitivities will certainly increase, allowing investigation of 
smaller masses and longer lifetimes. However, there are a number of sensitive astrophysical 
searches tha t can be performed using today’s detectors that may lead to improved limits, or 
even detection of a z/-decay signature. The neutrino sources for these astrophysical searches 
include Galactic supernovae, and our Sun.
7.2.1 A Galactic Supernova
A core collapse supernova occurring within our Galaxy will provide a unique probe of 
supernova neutrino production and stellar dynamics. At the same time a sensitive test of the 
radiative neutrino decay hypothesis can be performed. Because of the supernova’s proximity,
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the flux of decay-produced 7 -rays is expected to  increase dramatically over the extragalactic 
supernovae analyzed here. Thus, a  Galactic supernova will provide an opportunity to  sample 
a wider range of m y/r^/jB^-parameter space than was accessible to  previous observations.
Assuming the supernova is located at a distance of 1 0  kpc, and the observing intrum ent 
is ‘COMPTEL-like’, operating in the 1-30 MeV energy range with similar sensitivity, the 
region of m ^ /r^ /5 7-parameter space that may be excluded is displayed in Figure 7-3. In 
generating this figure it was assumed the 7 -ray observations commenced one day after core 
collapse, hence the sensitivity to small masses.
7.2.2 Solar Gamma-Ray Observations
Measurements of the solar X-ray and 7 -ray flux, can also be used to  investigate radiative 
neutrino decay. The nuclear reactions tha t power the Sun produce neutrinos in addition to 
radiant energy. If these solar neutrinos decay radiatively, then high-energy photons should 
be present. Analyses of this type have been performed in the past (Cowsik 1977, Raffelt 
1985) based on observational bounds to the solar X-ray and 7 -ray flux of the quiet Sun. 
These upper limits (Frost et al. 1966, Peterson et al. 1966), at energies from 0.017 to 
11 MeV, are orders of magnitude above the expected solar albedo produced by cosmic- 
ray bombardment of the solar surface. An instrum ent like COM PTEL should be able to 
improve these limits, thereby leading to an improved decay sensitivity. Let us estimate 
what information could be gained from such an analysis.
Based on the point-source sensitivities of Table 3.1, solar 7 -ray observations with COM P­
TEL would be 2 to 3 orders of magnitude more sensitive (in the energy range 0.7-30 MeV) 
than the limits used in the previous analyses. If we assume th a t the decay-produced photons 
take half the parent neutrinos’s energy, we are limited to  solar neutrinos with energies above
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Figure 7-3: Hypothetical exclusion region obtained for a Galactic type-II supernova. The 
supernova distance was assumed to be 10 kpc. Gamma-ray observations using a COMPTEL- 
like instrument were assumed to begin 1 day following discovery of the supernova and of 
two-week duration. Contours of the radiative branching ratio B-f are shown. Also shown 
are the laboratory upper limits on m V)i and ro„T.
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~1  MeV. Using a simple calculation we can estimate the limits th a t may be obtained with 
COM PTEL solar 7 -ray observations. Assuming th a t the observations result only in upper 
limits, let <£7 represent the point-source sensitivity of COMPTEL at energy E . Limits to 
the ratio Tu/ m v can be estimated using the simple expression:
( l  -  exp ( ^ ) )
=  <7 ' 1 7 >
where t 0 is the Sun-Earth light travel time (500 sec). Above 1 MeV the largest flux of 
solar neutrinos is the line at E y =  1.442 MeV produced by the reaction p + e_ + p —> 2H+z/e 
(Bahcall 1989). The neutrino flux from this source is <f>„ =  9.7 X 107 cm~2s_ 1MeV_ l. Using 
the 0.7-1 MeV COMPTEL energy band with a sensitivity of <f>y =  10-4  cm- 2s- 1MeV_ l 
we find, using (7.17) T„lmv > 4.85 X 108 f?7 sec/eV. COMPTEL 7 -ray observations could 
also address the higher energy solar neutrino sources 8B-* 8Be*+e+ + ^e {Ev <  15 MeV) 
and 3H e+p—> 4He+e+ + ^ e (E u < 18.77 MeV). It is interesting to  note th a t measurements 
indicate a possible deficit of these high energy neutrinos.
At energies below 1 MeV the OSSE instrum ent could be used. At these energies 
the largest sources of neutrinos are the reactions p + p —^ 2H +e++ue (E u < 0.420 MeV, 
^ ~ 2 x  1011 cm- 2s- 1MeV- l)  and 7Be+e_ —> 7Li-fve (E„ = 0.861 MeV, <f>v ~  5.5 X 109 
cm- 2s_1MeV- l) . Using </>7 =  10-6 cm- 2s- 1MeV_ l,  a conservative estim ate of the OSSE 
continuum sensitivity, we predict tha t limits of about r^/m ^ > 3.3 X 1014 B 1 sec/eV and 
Tylm u >  3.2 x 1012 B7 sec/eV could be obtained. These limits are displayed in Figure 7-4.
Assuming no i'-decay emission is measured, the limits obtained with the proposed solar 
observations are below the limits obtained in Chapter 4, for some m„ values. However, the
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solar observations would provide deeper observations—leading to  improved limits on the 
radiative branching ratio I?7 .
7.2.3 Observations at Other W avelengths
The premise of the work presented in this dissertation is th a t the most sensitive search 
for radiative z^-decay from supernova neutrinos is performed by measurements at MeV 
energies. This is only strictly true  if the the condition m l/L <C m VH is valid. As discussed 
in Section 1.3, this assumption is appropriate based on current laboratory upper limits, 
and in the context of the see-saw model of neutrino masses. However, if this assumption is 
erroneous the decay-produced photons will be shifted to  lower energies.
In a two-body radiative decay, the energy of the emitted photon in the rest frame of the 
decaying parent is,
tha t reduces to  E  = m„H/2  in the  limit m VL <C m UH. If, on the other hand, m VL ~  m VH 
the resulting photon energy will be quite low. We can use the results of recent neutrino 
oscillation experiments to  estim ate the mass hiearchy. These experiments measure A m 2 = 
m 2H — m 2 . Substitution of this expression into (7.18) shows th a t the decay photon energy 
can be estimated to  be E  = 0 .5m "^A m 2. The recent measurement of a possible neutrino 
oscillation signature (Athanassopoulos et al. 1995) gives A m 2 ~  1 eV, while solar neutrino 
experiments suggest A m 2 ~  10-5  eV (Haxton 1995). These experiments imply decay 
photon energies of E  — 0.5m~^ eV and E  =  5 x 10- 6m “^  eV, respectively. Thus, the 
most sensitive search is not in the MeV energy regime, but may be at infrared or radio 
wavelengths (for m v close to the current mass limit).
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Figure 7-4: Predicted limits to r„ obtained from solar 7 -ray observations. Shown are the 
lifetime limits tha t may be obtained (for f?7 =  1) from 7 -ray observations of the quiet sun 
overlayed on the limits obtained in this work.
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7.3 Conclusions
We have attem pted to address two of the most fundamental questions in astronomy 
and physics: “W hat is the Universe made of?” and “W hat is the nature of the theory 
th a t describes the fundamental interactions of m atter?” Neutrinos, and their properties, 
are fundamental to  both questions. The search conducted here was dedicated to  a study 
of neutrino mass. We proposed the existence of an unstable massive neutrino th a t decays 
radiatively. Because of its electromagnetic daughter product, a radiative decay may be the 
only mode tha t can be observed directly. In the work presented here we have used the most 
cataclysmic and energetic objects in the Universe, supernovae and the Big Bang, to  probe 
the properties of what may be the smallest entity in the Universe. Although no evidence 
for the hypothesized decay mode was observed, the limits obtained constrain a number of 
theoretical and experimental phenomena. The phenomena of radiative neutrino decay is 
still a possiblity. It is very likely tha t in the not to  distant future, with improved detector 
technologies and a little luck (such as a Galactic supernova), the radiative neutrino decay 
hypothesis will either be confirmed—or it will have to  be abandoned.
A p p e n d ix  A
PO IN T -SPR E A D -FU N C T IO N  
SYNTHESIS
Many astrophysical sources produce 7 -ray spectra that can be described with only a 
few param eters, excluding normalization. For example, a single param eter is required 
to describe a power-law (spectral index) or a  therm al brehm stralung (gas tem perature) 
spectrum 1. The spectra considered in this work, however, are not easily parameterized. The 
imaging procedure described below (Section 3.3) requires an accurate PSF, or instrument 
response, in order to  maximize sensitivity. For a simple spectral form, such as a  power-law, 
the standard COM PTEL analysis procedure is to  produce an instrum ent response (PSF) to 
the ‘source spectrum ’ using a GEANT monte carlo of the COM PTEL instrum ent (Kippen 
1991). This procedure is computationally intensive. W ithout some a priori expectation of 
the acutal source spectrum, a large sample of spectra would be required to analyze data. We 
have been developed a  m ethod to  produce the instrument response to  an arbitrary source 
spectrum  th a t reduces significantly the computational requirements.
Consider the case of a continuous 7 -ray energy spectrum. This continuous spectrum is 
composed of an infinite number of monoenergetic lines, each with an intensity th a t gives the 
spectrum  its shape. We apply this to  construct a PSF. Here, we form a synthesized PSF 
f (Xi  V’) • • •) from a library of P S F ’s corrsponding to  monoenergetic lines f ( E ;  x , ip, ■ ■ •)> i-e-
  fOO
/ ( x , ^ . . . ) =  /  S ( E ) - f ( E ; x ^ , - - . ) d E  (A.l)
Jo
where S ( E)  represents the intensity, or spectral weight, a t energy E.  Because of instrumen­
tal resolutions, only a finite number of line PSF’s are required to  synthesize a well defined 
PSF. The number of lines is dictated by the instrum ental energy resolution. For COMPTEL 
the 1 -a energy resolution is given empirically by (Schonfelder et al. 1993):
CMev(E)  =  0.01 X ^ 1 4 .6 1 . EMeV +  2.53 • E l feV (A.2)
where E ^eV  = E / l M e V .  I t is sufficient to  separate the lines by one resolution element 
(1 FW HM  =  2.354 • a(E)) .  Finer line spacing will merely oversample the dataspace and 
wont significantly improve the spectral reconstruction. This is only strictly true if the line 
PSF’s themselves are produced with high statistics and are well sampled in COMPTEL 
dataspace2. Using the FW HM resolution of COM PTEL, we require 43 line P S F ’s covering 
energies from 0.5 to  50 MeV. Although event energies for our analysis are in the 1-30 MeV
1T he absolute norm alization or source streng th  is taken to  be a free param eter of th e  model.
2T he line P S F ’s used in  th e  library were produced w ith high statistics (103-5 x  104 events per line PSF).
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energy range, a  wider range of line PSF’s is required since upscattering of 7 -rays with 
energies below 1 MeV or incomplete absorption of those with higher energies can produce 
events in the the valid energy range. The line P S F ’s were generated using a GEANT monte 
carlo of the COM PTEL instrum ent. To synthesize a desired PSF we use a discretized form 
of (A .l:
_ 43
7{x,  V>,.. .)  =  £  S(Ei)  ■ f ( E i ; x , V>, • • ■)• (A.3)
j' = i
As a test of this technique we compare the PSF derived using the standard procedure 
and a synthesized PSF. A simple E ~ 2 power-law was used for the comparison. In Figure A-l 
a number of projections in COM PTEL dataspace are shown for each of the two PSF’s. We 
see th a t the synthesized PSF is a relatively accurate reproduction of the simulated PSF. 
The advantage of this technique is tha t the production of the individual line PSFs, tha t 
constitute the time-intensive portion of the analysis, need only be generated once.
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Figure A -l: Comparison of simulated (SIMPSF) and synthesized (SIMSPG) PSFs. <j>3 is 
the true  measure of the Compton scatter angle, while <j> is the scatter angle th a t would 
be derived from D1/D2 measurements. The ideal instrument would produce a response in 
which (f> =  <t>g. Unless otherwise noted the vertical axis represents probability.
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